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Parcours en autonomie 2006-2007 Deuxième Polycopié Compréhension de l’oral 7 reportages accompagnés d’exercices conçus par Claude Hervé (Tracks 1 to 4) Valéry Gély et Virginie Augusseau (Tracks 5 to 8) Track 1 Track2 Track3 Track 4 Un des reportages est composé de 2 courts fichiers audio, les pistes 5 et 6 Track 5 and 6 Track 7 Track 8



Programme d’écoute complémentaire 10 reportages sans exercices Ces reportages de VOA News sont accompagnés du script. A l’examen ils pourront vous être proposés en compréhension orale ou en compréhension écrite. Track 9 Global warming Track 10 Melting Ice Track 11 Solar Home Track 12 Global warming The day after Track 13 Online students Track 14 No books Track 15 American sweatshops Track 16 Bollywood and W.H.O. Track 17 Bollywood and smoking Track 18 College Tuition Fees



Programme de lecture complémentaire Textes sans exercices Around GPS (Just try to disappear) Around Breathe easy Around Fair Trade Around Australians Around Internet Love (Approach dating…) Around Global Warming
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Track 1: V.O.I.P. An easy report about a new possibility for telephone communications: the V.O.I.P. which stands for Voice Over Internet Protocol. In this report, you will hear: Rosanne Skirble, the VOA news journalist in Washington, DC. Ryan Naraine (foreign accent) who works for an online magazine, e-WEEK.com. Jon Kohl, a freelance writer who lives in Washington, DC. His brother, Brian, a computer analyst who lives in Houston, Texas.



General comprehension: Listen to the whole report (4 minutes) and answer the following question 1. 2. 3.



What does this new technology allow you to do? Why is it particularly interesting? Is it going to replace traditional telephone communications instantly?



Detailed comprehension 1. Fill in the blanks: In the ------------- a telephone ----------- was ---------- over a pair of wires ----------- two ----------- , one call, one pair of ----------. Today, so-called ----------- adapters are making phone calls ----------- the Internet, transmitting ----------- audio on the ---------- computer they ----------- for e-mail or ----------- the Web.



2. a) b) c)



Ryan Naraine thinks VOIP services will be replacing conventional telephone lines In a year In 5 to 7 years In a decade



3. Put the words back in order, you may listen to the tape or follow the approximate translation Le VOIP permet à un utilisateur de téléphoner en utilisant une connexion Internet et non les fils de la compagnie de téléphone VOIP/ allows/ a user /to place/ telephone/ calls /using/ a high /speed /Internet /connection / instead of /the phone/ company's /wires /



4. a) b) c)



Who is the market leader in VOIP? US based Vonage Smaller companies



5. a) b) c)



How many subscribers does the market leader have? 500 5000 500 000



6. a) b) c)



How many smaller companies like Vonage are there? 10 to 14 10 to 16 10 to 15



7. a) b) c)



How many subscribers do these smaller companies have? Thousands of subscribers Hundreds of subscribers Hundreds of thousands of subscribers



8. a) b) c)



What is the major attraction of VOIP? Low costs Long-distance calls Good infrastructures



9. a) b) c)



There are other advantages too: which one is not mentioned? You can forward all your calls to your cell phone You can forward your voice-mail to your e-mail You can record all your calls
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10. Fill in the blanks: Freelance ----------- Jon Kohl first ----------- Internet ----------- a ----------- ago when he had dial-up -----------, but ----------- it because the ----------- was bad. A friend in Germany ----------- him ----------- Skype, a VOIP service, which ----------- highspeed ----------- Internet ----------- and offers ----------- calls ----------- Skype -----------.



11. a) b) c)



Why does Jon send an instant message to Brian? To see if he is OK To see if he is awake and online To see if he has received his mail



12. a) b) c) d)



To use the VOIP what do you not need? A computer A speaker A microphone A cell phone



13. a) b) c) d)



The VOIP is useful because … which answer is not correct It is an alternative to traditional telephone communication It is free It is economical No one knows who is calling



14. a) b) c) d)



The system has its downsides: which one is not mentioned? If your computer breaks you cannot call If the electricity is cut off you cannot call Some emergency call services do not work There is a security risk



15. Fill in the blanks: "The ----------- is that you ----------- that ----------- open to ----------- who have their own ----------- to sniff Internet works and eavesdrop on phone calls and ----------- voice mails," he says. "When ----------- start adopting VOIP, for ----------- reasons, you don't ----------- your ----------- mails and voice data out --------- for any and everyone to ------- up." . 16. Put the words back in order after listening to the extract or translate the sentence D’autres experts dissent que les risques de sécurité ne sont pas plus importants qu’avec les appels téléphoniques traditionnels qui peuvent être interceptés de bien des façons can be / the security /conventional /than /are no /experts / risks / greater / Other/ phone / which / in /other /ways/ calls/, say / with / intercepted / 17. Put the words back in order after listening to the extract or translate the sentence Il dit que tant que cette industrie n’aura pas résolu ces questions le téléphone par Internet demeurera un service peu onéreux pour les appels en longue distance mais ne remplacera pas les lignes téléphoniques traditionnelles. an inexpensive / Internet / these issues/ lines/ that until / will remain / can resolve /phoning /long-distance /service/ but will not / the industry /traditional / He says/ telephone /replace



Vocabulary Thème d’imitation: a) b) c) d) e) f) g)



Ce système te permet de téléphoner gratuitement à l’international Je te rappelle dans une seconde Tant que tu n’auras pas résolu ce problème il y aura des risques Je suis le 100ème abonné Il y a environ 10 sociétés plus petites Mon ordinateur utilise les mêmes fils que le téléphone Ce marché a un grand potentiel
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Crossword: translate the following words:



Across 1 cellule (4) 3 peut être (5) 5 données (4) 7 lien (4) 9 tout droit (8) 12 à la place de (sans of) (7) 13 le coût (4) 16 laisser tomber, abandonner (sans to) (4) 18 décennie (6) 19 espionner (sans to) (9) 22 sujet, question, problème (5) 23 des milliers (9) 26 utile (6) 29 jusqu'à ce que, tant que (5) 30 parmi (5) 31 urgence (9) 32 un utilisateur (4) 33 faire suivre (sans to) (7) 35 écrivain (6) 36 même (4) 37 voix (5) 38 demeurer (sans to) (6)



Down 1 un appel (4) 2 voler (sans to) (5) 4 haut débit (9) 6 parier (sans to) (3) 8 sortes, catégories (5) 10 tendance (5) 11 des centaines (8) 14 éveillé (5) 15 grand, super (5) 17 inconvénient (8) 20 in fil électrique (4) 21 environ (5) 23 outil (4) 24 abonné (10) 25 brancher (sans to) (4) 27 une charactéristique (7) 28 vitesse (5) 34 chemin, façon (3)
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Correction General comprehension: 1. 2. 3.



To telephone using broadband internet connections It is free Not for the moment



Detailed comprehension Exercice 1 In the beginning a telephone call was connected over a pair of wires between two callers, one call, one pair of wires. Today, so-called early adapters are making phone calls over the Internet, transmitting digitized audio on the same computer infrastructure they use for e-mail or surfing the Web. Question 2 Ryan Naraine thinks VOIP services will be replacing conventional telephone lines In 5 to 7 years Exercice 3 VOIP allows a user to place telephone calls using a high speed Internet connection instead of the phone company's wires Question 4 Who is the market leader in VOIP? Vonage Question 5 How many subscribers does the market leader have? 500 000 Question 6 How many smaller companies like Vonage are there? 10 to 15 Question 7 How many subscribers do these smaller companies have? Hundreds of thousands of subscribers Question 8 What is the major attraction of VOIP? Low costs Question 9 There are other advantages too: which one is not mentioned? You can record all your calls Exercice 10 Freelance writer Jon Kohl first tried Internet calling a decade ago when he had dial-up service, but dropped it because the quality was bad. A friend in Germany told him about Skype, a VOIP service, which uses high-speed broadband Internet connections and offers free calls among Skype subscribers. Question 11 Why does Jon send an instant message to Brian? To see if he is awake and online Question 12 To use the VOIP what do you not need? A cell phone Question 13 The VOIP is useful because … which answer is not correct No one knows who is calling Question 14 The system has its downsides: which one is not mentioned? If your computer breaks you cannot call
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Exercice 15 "The problem is that you leave that data open to hackers who have their own tools to sniff Internet works and eavesdrop on phone calls and steal voice mails," he says. "When businesses start adopting VOIP, for competitive reasons, you don't want your voice mails and voice data out there for any and everyone to pick up." Exercice 16 Other experts say the security risks are no greater than with conventional phone calls, which can be intercepted in other ways Exercice 17 He says that until the industry can resolve these issues, Internet phoning will remain an inexpensive long-distance servicebut will not replace traditional telephone lines.



Vocabulary Thème d’imitation: a) This system allows you to make free international calls b) I’ll call you back in a second c) There will be risks until you can resolve these issues d) I am the hundredth subscriber e) There are about ten smaller companies f) My computer uses the same wires as the telephone g) This market has great potential Crosswords
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Track 2 General comprehension 1. From what part of the world does this report come from ? a) Asia b) Africa c) America



a) b) c) d) e) f) g) h) i)



2. Which country is not mentioned in the report? Malaysia Thailand Indonesia Spain Philippines Japan Singapore Taiwan India



3. What is the report about? a) Internet b) Mobile phones c) Computers



Detailed comprehension 1. What is specific about mobile phone users in Asia? a) They all buy very expensive phones b) They usually buy pre-paid phone cards c) Most people do not have a mobile phone 2. a) b) c) d)



3.



Why are pre-paid phone cards popular? Which of the following is not true? They are cheap They are easy to buy Users can control what they spend on the phone People like to collect them



Put the words back in order, you may listen to the tape or read the (approximate) translation:



Un certain nombre de gouvernements asiatiques pensent que (le fait de pouvoir) posséder et d’utiliser de façon anonyme des téléphones portables est devenu un problème de sécurité et ils veulent enregistrer (le nom) des utilisateurs de cartes prépayées become /and use /to register/ cards/. Asian/ s think that/ phones /has / a security / of mobile /and they want/ users / the anonymous/ government/of pre-paid/ a number of / ownership/ concern,/



4.



Listen to Nathan Burley’s first passage and fill in the blanks:



He says there has also been the ------------ to ----------- general ------------activity.



5.



Listen to Nathan Burley’s first passage and answer the question:



In which countries has it been the case? In -------------------- and -----------------------



6.



Fill in the blanks:



The --------of pre-paid cards has -------- criminals to develop a -------- of -------- scams to separate gullible -------- from their -------, and has made it -------- for -------- to -------- them. Thailand -------- to register --------of pre-paid phone cards in May. The -------- was triggered by a -------- of -------- blasts in Thailand's --------Muslim --------provinces, where --------forces --------an insurgency that has --------at-------- 1,000 people. The bombs had --------been --------by mobile phones.
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7. a) b) c) d) e)



8.



So, what is the problem with pre-paid phone cards? Which of the following is not true? They are anonymous They can be used by terrorists They do not always work well They can be used by fraudsters People cannot be tracked when they use them



Put the words back in order, you may listen to the tape or read the (approximate) translation:



against/ efforts/ terror/ phone /controls/ pre-paid/ security/ cards/ in November/ the country's / In Singapore/ as part of/ possible/ stricter/ for/ will start/ attacks/ to tighten / A Singapour, des contrôles plus stricts concernant les cartes de téléphone prépayées commenceront en Novembre dans le cadre des efforts menés par ce pays pour renforcer la sécurité face à des attaques possibles.



9.



Put the words back in order, you may listen to the tape or read the (approximate) translation:



a huge/ customers/ their/ will be/ providers/ task/ for / Registering/ service/ Enregistrer le nom des clients représentera une tâche énorme pour les fournisseurs de service



10.



Put the words back in order, you may listen to the tape or read the (approximate) translation:



Dans la seule Malaisie, quatorze millions d’utilisateurs de cartes de téléphone prépayées doivent être enregistrés avant la fin de cette année. to be/ the end/ of pre-paid/ In Malaysia/ million/ phone cards/ registered/ by/ users/ of this year./ alone/ fourteen/ need/



11.



Listen to Nathan Burley’s second passage :



a) What will registration reduce? b) What will be increased ? -------------- costs c) What do operators have to log ? Extra ------------d) What channels are limited? ------------ channels e) Why are they limited ? Because they can’t ----------- correct registration in the first place f) For whom is it a bad thing?



Vocabulary Complete the following sentences with the right preposition a) Bombs can be detonated -------- mobile phones b) Stricter controls -------- pre-paid phone cards will start soon c) Taiwan has already introduced strict regulations ------------------ pre-paid phone cards d) Mobile users will have to register -------- their service provider -------- the end of the month e) As a result of the new regulations, pre-paid phone cards sales went -------f) This is bad news -------- consumers g) Registering the users will be a huge task -------- providers h) The new measures concern -------- least a dozen countries i) The police want to remove a tool -------- the hands of terrorists j) Terrorists have used pre-paid phone services



Crossword Translate the following words
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Across 1 bon marché (5) 3 enlever (sans to) (6) 4 la plupart (4) 6 crédible (8) 10 principalement (6) 11 réglementation (10) 12 rendre capable (sans to) (6) 15 faire exploser (sans to) (8) 17 filière, chaîne (7) 18 client (8) 20 tâche (4) 23 supplémentaire (5) 25 immense (4) 26 fournisseur (8) 27 arnaque (4) 28 enregistrer les noms (8) 29 gamme, série (5) 30 du sud (8) Vocabulary : Ne pas confondre les adjectifs en –ed et ceux en –ing 1. I’ve been --- by his story Fascinated Fascinating 2. I found it --- too Fascinated Fascinating 3. This is quite --Exciting Excited 4. The children were very --- after the film Exciting Excited 5. She was --- by my reaction Surprised Surprising 6. Her reaction was quite --Surprised Surprising



Down 1 consurrence (11) 2 outil (4) 5 déclencher (sans to) (7) 7 un utilisateur (4) 8 insurrection (10) 9 souci (7) 10 gestion (10) 13 explosion (5) 14 le fait de posséder (9) 16 seul(e) (5) 19 logiciel (8) 21 dépenser (sans to) (5) 22 resserrer (7) 24 fournir (sans to) (7) 27 vente (4)



7. This job is very --Tiring Tired 8. After walking for 8 hours, I was very -Tiring Tired 9. I was --- when I saw him shocked shocking 10. It is a --- story shocked shocking 11. When I heard you wouldn’t come, I was --Disappointed Disappointing 12. This film was very – Disappointed Disappointing
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Correction



General comprehension 1) a Asia 2) i India 3) b Mobile phones Detailed comprehension Question 1 They usually buy pre-paid phone cards question 2 People like to collect them Question 3 But a number of Asian governments think that the anonymous ownership and use of mobile phones has become a security concern, and they want to register users of pre-paid cards. Question 4 He says there has also been a push to combat general criminal activity Question 5 In Malaysia and in Japan Question 6 The anonymity of pre-paid cards has enabled criminals to develop a range of telephone scams to separate gullible people from their money, and has made it difficult for police to chase them. Thailand started to register users of pre-paid phone cards in May. The initiative was triggered by a series of bomb blasts in Thailand's predominantly Muslim southern provinces, where security forces face an insurgency that has killed at least 1,000 people. The bombs had mainly been detonated by mobile phones. Question 7 They do not always work well Question 8 In Singapore, stricter controls for pre-paid phone cards will start in November, as part of the country's efforts to tighten security against possible terror attacks. Question: 9 Registering their customers will be a huge task for service providers Question: 10 In Malaysia alone, 14 million users of pre-paid phone cards need to be registered by the end of this year. Question 11 a) Competition b) management costs c) Extra details d) Sales channels e) Because they can’t provide correct registration in the first place f) For the consumer Vocabulary Complete the following sentences with the right preposition a- by, b- for, c- on, d-with (their service provider) –by (the end of the month) , e- down, e- for, g-for, h- at, i- from, jfor (example), in (Spain)
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Crosswords



Ne pas confondre les adjectifs en –ed et ceux en –ing 1. Fascinated 2. Fascinating 3. Exciting 4. Excited 5. Surprised 6. Surprising 7. Tiring 8. Tired 9. shocked 10. shocking 11. Disappointed 12. Disappointing
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Track 3: Empire High This report will remind you of the text « Welcome to the paperless classroom » Empire high is a high school (lycée) located in Vail, Arizona. You will hear teachers and administrators. At one point, someone mentions the word “sophomore”: this notion is typically American and refers to a second-year student either in high school or in college (université).



Detailed comprehension 1. a) b) c)



When did the new high school open? In May In June In July



2. a) b) c)



What is the difference between Empire High and other schools? There are no tables There are no textbooks There are no teachers



3. What does every student receive? An A---- L----- C------4. Chercher l’erreur: a) Alors que les administrateurs, les professeurs et les parents étaient en train de faire des projets pour la nouvelle école b) Et visitaient des classes où l’on utilisait, entre autres, les nouvelles technologies, c) Ils remarquèrent que dans ces classes les étudiants étaient moins concentrés et moins actifs mais aussi que l’on pourrait remédier à ce problème et d) Que l’on pourrait aller plus loin dans l’utilisation des nouvelles technologies e) C’est pour cela qu’ils décidèrent de procéder à un changement radical dans les méthodes d’enseignement f) Et de créer une école où on se passerait complètement de livres 5. Fill in the blanks: Michael Frank teaches Biology and asks his students to use their laptops: “you set up the -- -- and graph the results in --. He also proposes a – to a website that has instructions. 6. a) b) c)



Answer: YES or NO It is the first time Michael uses technology in his class? It is the first school where all of Michael’s students have laptops? Does he sometimes send his students to a particular website?



7. a) b) c) d) e)



Right or wrong : according to Michael what is the advantage of a website over a textbook? It is frequently updated It is cheaper It gives you immediate access to information You can find a lot of data You always know who has written the page



8. Put the words back in order after listening to the extract or translate the sentence or create /to buy/ normally / the laptops/ it to /books / labs /the money/ have/We took/ we would / used / computer/ and /used/ buy/ Nous avons pris l’argent que nous aurions normalement utilisé pour acheter des livres ou créer les salles informatiques et l’avons utilisé pour acheter les portables. 9.



Put the words back in order after listening to the extract or translate the sentence



Cela coûte environ 500 dollars pour équiper un lycéen d’un ensemble complet de manuels pour quatre ans books /for /five /set of/ to outfit /years /school/ It costs /dollars /a high / with /a complete/ four/roughly /hundred/ students/ 10. Choose the right answers: According to Mr Baker, “the pioneering effort posed a variety of challenges” which he also refers to as “technological hurdles”. Which are they: a) Configuring the laptops b) Finding the laptops c) Configuring the network d) Finding the keyboards e) Finding the teachers f) Finding the students
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11. Right or wrong: Matt Federoff, the school’s Director of Technology says “there have been surprises since the effort got under way”. Which surprises does he refer to? a) Kids do not know how to use a computer b) Kids never use computers for fun c) They do not have I-pods or X-boxes d) They do not know how to use a computer for work 12. Fill in the blanks: From what you have heard, what do students need to do with their computers? a) Create ---------b) ---------- them with a ---------- name c) put them in a particular ---------d) ---------- them ---------- that particular location e) be able to use software programs such as ---------- or ----------



13. Answer the following questions: yes or no a) is the system working? b) are the students happy without books? c) do some students get better results? d) do some students miss having different textbooks? e) do the students miss carrying the textbooks to school?



14. Fill in the blanks: how does C.B define quality education? H - - - work Self D - - - - - - - - O - - - - - - - - - - teaching Vocabulary Crosswords: Translate the following words
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Correction 1-When did the new high school open? In July 2-What is the difference between Empire High and other schools? There are no textbooks 3-What does every student receive? An Apple laptop computer 4-Chercher l’erreur: Ils remarquèrent que dans ces classes les étudiants étaient moins concentrés et moins actifs mais aussi que l’on pourrait remédier à ce problème et : you can hear : (they are) « clearly more engaged » 5-Fill in the blanks: “you set up the data tables and graph the results in Excel. He also proposes a link to a website that has instructions. Exercice 6: Answer: YES or NO It is the first time Michael uses technology in his class? NO It is the first school where all of Michael’s students have laptops? YES, probably Does he sometimes send his students to a particular website? YES Exercice 7: Right or wrong : according to Michael what is the advantage of a website over a textbook? It is frequently updated : right It is cheaper: wrong It gives you immediate access to information: right You can find a lot of data: right You always know who has written the page: wrong, not mentioned Exercice 8 We took the money we would normally have used to buy books or create computer labs and used it to buy the laptops Exercice 9 It costs roughly five hundred dollars to outfit a high school student with a complete set of books for four years Exercice 10 Choose the right answers: Right: Configuring the laptops “”how to configure the laptops” Right: Finding the laptops “finding the material” Right: Configuring the network “good fast internet access” + finding a way the students can “turn in most of their assignments via the web” Right: Finding the keyboards: “finding the material” Wrong: Finding the students: “Students could choose whether they wanted to attend the school, so they too are unusually enthusiastic” Wrong: Finding the teachers. “Empire High had the advantage of being a new facility, so administrators could hire teachers committed to the laptop technology” Exercice 11: Which surprises does he refer to? The answer is “they do not know how to use a computer for work” In the report, he says “using computers for fun doesn't always translate into the skills needed for use in the classroom. "We thought the kids would be better at computing than they actually are. Being able to drive your X-box or your I-pod is not the same thing as being able to take a computer, use it, create a document, save it with a file name, put it in a particular location and retrieve it. And that has been a real challenge." Exercice 12 a) Create documents b) save them with a file name c) put them in a particular location d) retrieve them from that particular location e) be able to use software programs such as Excel or Powerpoint Exercice 13 a) yes it is working well b) yes, it is a relief c) yes one student says her grape points rose dramatically d) no e) no
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Exercice 14 Fill in the blanks: how does C.B define quality education? Hard work Self discipline Outstanding teaching Vocabulary Crosswords: Translate the following words
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Track 4 : Boulder Colorado Following the « Breathe easy » text, this report will take you to the state of Colorado, in the USA. You will hear journalist Shelley Schlender interview: - Teenagers from Fairview High School (lycée) in the city of Boulder. - A local politician, Alice Madden, the Colorado House Majority Leader (chef de la majorité à la chambre des députes du Colorado). - Quitline counsellors - And other people. General comprehension: 1-What is the report about? a) Smoking b) Taking drugs c) Drinking alcohol 2-Among people who smoke, who is not mentioned? a) Adults b) Kids c) Teenagers d) Old people 3-A new measure has been voted: a) Forbidding smoking in public places b) Increasing taxes on cigarettes c) Allowing teenagers to buy cigarettes Detailed comprehension 1-On the first of January, New Year’s Day, people make resolutions. Which one is not mentioned? a) To lose weight b) To work harder c) To exercise d) To quit smoking 2-The state of Colorado took a “ballot initiative” which means there was a referendum in Colorado asking voters: a) To triple the cigarette tax b) To suppress the cigarette tax c) To create a cigarette tax 3-This measure will be effective (entrera en vigueur): a) On the 1st of January b) In January c) In February 4-How many states have increased tobacco taxes since 2001? a) 28 b) 38 c) 48 5-Tax increases: a) have no effect on teenagers b) decrease smoking among teenagers c) increase smoking among teenagers 6-In Fairview High School a) It is allowed to smoke on school grounds (dans l’enceinte du lycée) b) Smoking in prohibited on school grounds c) Nobody would dare to smoke 7-If Fairview students want to smoke at lunchtime, in between classes (entre les cours) or on their off periods (quand ils ont une pause), what do they do? a) They cannot do anything b) They hide in the toilets c) They go to a grassy knoll behind the parking lot 8-They have given the place a “ghoulish name” a) Conquer Hill b) Cancer hill c) Cancel hill
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9-When asked how many cigarettes they smoke, which answer is not mentioned: a) Half a pack b) More than a pack c) 10 to 20 d) 6 10-Alice Madden: a) is against the tax increase b) is a supporter of the tax increase c) does not have an opinion 11-Taxes on cigarettes were: a) 20cents per pack and have increased to 84 cents per pack b) 64 cents per pack and have increased to 84 cents per pack c) were 20 cents per pack and have increased to 64 cents per pack 12-How much money will Colorado raise with this tax? a) 175 thousand dollars per year b) 175 million dollars per year c) 175 billion dollars per tear



13-Fill in the blanks with the right words: Simply ------------ the ------------ of cigarettes ------------ non-smokers ------------ likely to ------------, according to the Centre for ------------ Control. And Ms. Madden says that is important. "It ------------ does ------------, I think if you can -----------someone ------------ starting that first cigarette and ------------ into the ------------," she says, "that is the best ------------ for ----------- kids from smoking." 14-What is a “tobacco quit line”? a) a special phone number where you can find counsellors to help you stop smoking b) a special website where you can buy cigarettes on line c) a chain of tobacco shops named “Quit line”



15-Fill in the blanks with the right words: For the ------------- smokers who have ------------- addicted and want to -------------, many ------------- experts ------------- picking up the phone and ------------- a tobacco "quit line” (………………………)" The ------------- help ------------- caller ------------- trouble areas they are facing in ------------- to kick the -------------, and they ------------ in ------------- a quit -------------. In addition, Maren says, they make ------------- calls to ------------- more ------------- especially on such ------------- as the ------------- day after quitting, when withdrawal ------------- peak. "That's one of the ------------ times (says Maren) the ------------- hard times ------------- to crop up around ------------- stressors. If a family ------------dies or a divorce…that type of thing." 16-When did the “Tobacco Quit Line” start operating? a) 1 year ago b) 2 years ago c) 3 years ago 17-Put the words back in order after listening to the extract or translate the sentence



their/ will go / tax / so/ people/ even/ revenues/ They/ tobacco/ towards / services/ more / call / hope/ that some/ advertising/ Ils espèrent qu’une partie des revenus tirés de la taxe sur le tabac sera consacré à de la publicité pour leurs services, de telle sorte qu’un nombre encore plus important de gens appellent 18-Put the words back in order after listening to the extract or translate the sentence: an alarmingly/ to entice/ manufacturers/ sections, /He is/ at how /tobacco / try / young kids/ ploy. / Tobacco ads/ candy / disgusted/ common /especially/ close to/ Il est particulièrement dégoûté de la façon dont les fabricants de cigarettes essaient d’attirer les jeunes enfants, en plaçant des publicités à proximité des rayons de confiserie, une ruse dont la fréquence est alarmante.
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19-Given the situation, it is important that organisations like “Quit Line” reach kids, how can they do that? a) By offering candies (bonbons) b) By talking to their mothers c) By choosing young counsellors 20-The report mentions the fact that kids “tune out adults eventually”, what does it mean? a) In the end they imitate adults b) In the end they do not listen to adults any more c) There is a risk that they do not listen to adults 21-The report speaks about young people “lighting up on Cancer Hill”, what does it mean? a) Smoking cigarettes on the small hill near the school b) Lighting candles in memory of those who have dies of cancer c) Being angry against the school for not allowing them to smoke on school grounds 22-What do these young people NOT say about the tax increase? a) They cannot afford (they do not have the money) to pay more b) They do not think price matters (=is important) c) They appreciate the idea that the public authority is trying to help them stop smoking d) They think that no one is listening to them
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Vocabulary Translate the following verbs (do not write “to” before the verbs)
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Translate the following words (nouns, adjectives, adverbs) 1



2



3



4



5 6



7



8



9



10



11 12



13



14



15 16



18



17



19



20



21 22 23



24 25 26



27



28



29



30



31 32 33 34 35



36



37 38 39



Across



34. un conseiller



17. un fabricant



1. des fonds (argent)



35. un partisan



18. parmi



3. dégoûté



37. efficace, en vigueur



19. un électeur



6. à proximité



38. innombrable



20. plus proche



8. le poids



39. simplement



22. encore, toujours



10. même



Down



23. une publicité



14. pair (de même nature)



2. un facteur de stress



24. bas, peu élevé



15. une dépense



3. une douzaine



25. un pari



16. de façon alarmante



4. supplémentaire



26. un bénévole



18. la publicité



5. ennuyé



28. la maladie



21. l'habitude



7. derrière



29. une zone



23. vraiment, en fait



9. un taux



31. une augmentation



27. le retrait, l'arrêt



11. actuellement



32. une maladie



30. le soutien



12. ruse



34. un bonbon



33. finalement



13. la santé



36. un paquet
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21 Correction General comprehension: 1-What is the report about? Smoking 2-Among people who smoke, who is not mentioned? Old people 3-A new measure has been voted: Increasing taxes on cigarettes Detailed comprehension 1-On the first of January, New Year’s Day, people make resolutions. Which one is not mentioned? To work harder 2-The state of Colorado took a “ballot initiative”: To triple the cigarette tax 3-This measure will be effective (entrera en vigueur): On the 1st of January 4-How many states have increased tobacco taxes since 2001? 38 5-Tax increases: decrease smoking among teenagers 6-In Fairview High School Nobody would dare to smoke 7-If Fairview students want to smoke at lunchtime, in between classes (entre les cours) or on their off periods (quand ils ont une pause), what do they do? They go to a grassy knoll behind the parking lot 8-They have given the place a “ghoulish name” Cancer hill 9-When asked how many cigarettes they smoke, which answer is not mentioned: More than a pack 10-Alice Madden: is a supporter of the tax increase 11-Taxes on cigarettes were: 20cents per pack and have increased to 84 cents per pack 12-How much money will Colorado raise with this tax? 175 million dollars per year 13-Fill in the blanks with the right words:Simply raising the cost of cigarettes makes non-smokers less likely to start, according to the Centre for Disease Control. And Ms. Madden says that is important. "It really does work, I think if you can keep someone from starting that first cigarette and getting into the habit," she says, "that is the best bet for keeping kids from smoking." 14-What is a “tobacco quit line”? a special phone number where you can find counsellors to help you stop smoking 15-Fill in the blanks with the right words: For the countless smokers who have become addicted and want to quit, many health experts recommend picking up the phone and calling a tobacco "quit line." The counsellors help each caller identify trouble areas they are facing in trying to kick the habit, and they assist in setting a quit date. In addition, Maren says, they make return calls to offer more support - especially on such occasions as the third day after quitting, when withdrawal symptoms peak. "That's one of the hardest times (says Maren) the other hard times tend to crop up around major stressors. If a family member dies or a divorce…that type of thing." 16-When did the “Tobacco Quit Line” start operating? d) 2 years ago 17-Put the words back in order: They hope that some tobacco tax revenues will go towards advertising their services so even more people call
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22 18-Put the words back in order: He is especially disgusted at how tobacco manufacturers try to entice young kids, by putting tobacco ads close to the candy section, an alarmingly common ploy. 19-Given the situation, it is important that organisations like “Quit Line” reach kids, how can they do that? By choosing young counsellors 20-The report mentions the fact that kids “tune out adults eventually”, what does it mean? In the end they do not listen to adults any more 21-The report speaks about young people “lighting up on Cancer Hill”, what does it mean? Smoking cigarettes on the small hill near the school 22-What do these young people NOT say about the tax increase? They think that no one is listening to them Vocabulary
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24 Track 5 and 6



VOA NEWS



PRE-LISTENING ACTIVITIES



VOCABULARY



Read aloud “Match.com”: what would you say? “Match point com” or “Match dot com”



A. Find the meaning of the underlined words. 1.



I spent a long time looking for the perfect present for my friend. trouver chercher



2.



My dream would be to date Brad Pitt, even just once. dater avoir un rendez-vous amoureux



3.



I met her by chance on my way to work. avec un peu de chance par hazard



4.



5.



My friend fixed me up with her brother. It was the worst date of my life! réparer arranger un rendez-vous amoureux



12. There was a profile of the winner in today’s paper. profil, portrait dossier 13. Please fill out this form in order to get your money back. faire le plein compléter, remplir 14. She looked absolutely dazzling He fell in love instantly. éblouissant carnassier 15. Children often find it difficult to share their toys. partager échanger



Your friend is very attractive. Please introduce me to her. attachante attirante/ attrayante



16. My goal is to find a perfect match. but atouts



6.



I now buy all my books online at amazon.com au téléphone sur Internet



17. I always carry around too much stuff. “le truc/ la chose” style



7.



The manufacturing process of this drink is a secret. processus/ procédé procès



18. He needed to delve into the past to understand the present. fouiller abandoner



8.



We fell in love on our first date. (to fall in love) tomber de haut tomber amoureux



9.



« romance » means une nouvelle une liaison, une romance



10 . This shirt matches these pants. allumer le feu s’assortir à, aller bien



19. That match may seem made in heaven, but it is almost impossible to predict the chemistry between two people. magie chimie/ « alchimie » entre deux personnes 20. Those are the most stunning boots I’ve ever seen. I must have them! extraordinaire sain



11. I’ve heard about this great restaurant. Let’s check it out! Voir en personne, consulter imprimer



21. My friend is always matchmaking. She has already fixed me up with two of her three brothers! Jouer à la marieuse Jouer en double
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25 B. Match each word with its definition: 1. uneducated (sans education)



a. set of beliefs which expresses a particular opinion and influences the way you live/credo.



2. creed (croyance, credo) 3. race (race)



b. to put information, especially your name, into an official list or record.



4. to register (faire enregistrer, inscrire)



c. to try to satisfy a need, to provide a service.



5. a “niche” on the Net



d. someone whom you do not know.



6. to cater to (répondre, satisfaire à)



e. to be treated unfairly by being disapproved.



7. stranger (inconnu)



f. when people disapprove of something, especially when this is unfair/ feeling.



8. actually (vraiment, en fait) 9. to lie to someone (mentir à)



g. to do something that you do not want to do because you cannot find any other way of achieving something.



10. to be stigmatised (être stigmatisé)



h. useful, serious or important.



11. relationship (relation)



j. something that is necessary to have or do.



12. stigma (honte, opprobe)



k. something that is not known or fixed, or not completely certain.



13. resort to (recourir à) 14. uncertainty (incertitude)



l. a connection between people, a close romantic friendship between two people. m. to say or write something which is not true.



15. meaningful (avoir du sens)



n. in fact or really.



16. a need (besoin)



o. an area or position which is exactly suitable for a small group of the same type. A small specialized market p. a group of people who share the same language, history, characteristics, etc. q. having received little or no education.



C. Find the word corresponding to the definition: 1. A problem or disadvantage advantage drawback



7. to put something somewhere quickly or secretly slip sleep



2. Made more beautiful or interesting by adding something to it embellished unbelievable



8. A piece of jewellery symbolizing love, commitment a “yes ring” a wedding ring



3. To be in good shape, healthy to be fit to be fat



9. To behave as if something is true when it is not prevent pretend



4. Not married single wedded.



10. Not often usually seldom



5. To say something you believe to be true, but that others doubt when someone says that something is true, although it has not been proved claim clasp



11. To search everywhere for someone ‘or something) until you find them hunt someone down hint at



6. Which is not connected off-line on-line



12. To try to find someone or something to lose something to search out 13. Something that helps you to do a particular activity a tool a tale
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D.FOR FUN! WORD SEARCH Find the following words, seen in the previous exercises, in the grid below: ATTRACTIVE * CHEMISTRY * COMPATIBLE * CREED * DAZZLING * DRAWBACK * EMBELLISHED * LEGITIMATE * MAGICALLY * MEANINGFUL * PRETEND PROCESS * PROFILE * RELATIONSHIP * ROMANCE * SADLY * SELDOM * SHARE * STIGMA * STUNNING * UNCERTAINTY



E X M P R O F I L E X P H M Z



X M L E C S H A R E I C F A L



E J B G A B A R V H Y O T G U



D V D E S N O D S H B M Y I C



A C I Y L M I N L K J P E C Z



Z G J T A L O N C Y P A T A C



Z E N N C I I A G R D T A L Y



L W C I T A B S E F Q I M L R



I E Q A N W R T H C U B I Y T



N V L T A N E T R E C L T A S



G E D R I N U E T E D E I M I



R W D E D Y E T S A C P G G M



K J A C Y D F P S J I R E I E



I Q Y N S E L D O M X V L T H



S Q M U M R P R O C E S S S C



LISTENING ACTIVITIES Now listen to the document from (MUSIC) “That’s how…” to “ Trish MacDermot”. A/ Choose the right answer 1. That’s how dating used to go in America Africa 2. You see someone by chance by chat 3. You’re fixed up on a date on a fate



B/ Now listen to « Trish MacDermot » to « hair ».



4. As the saying goes does 5. …find the other person repulsive attractive 6. “Online dating has in many ways reversed the getting to know you process reversed the getting off you process 7. I call that falling in love from the inside out from the insight”



Find the missing word! 1 blank = 1 word



Trish McDermott has the _____________title "________ president of ___________” at _______________, the Internet's largest ___________ service. Every day, more than five _______________ people ___________



_______ personal



____________ that others, also looking to _______________ someone, have _____________ ___________ on Match.com. " _____________________ when we would meet someone, it would be height or hair _______________ or a _____________ smile that first attracted us to someone," she said. "And then we would spend the next five minutes - or, in theory, five ________ getting to know what's on the inside: Are we compatible? Do we communicate __________ ? Do we share life goals? When you date ____________, you go for the inside stuff _______ , so you fill out a ___________ , and you say, 'Hey, this is who I am. This is what I'm all about, and this is what I'm looking for. And you _____________ with people based on those attributes and _____________. And then you exchange _____________ and really delve into the who you are part of ___________________ . In fact, many of our _____________ talk about having 'online __________________ “ before they _______________meet someone and see that dazzling ________________ or ______________ hair."
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27 C/ B. Listen from “Old and young” to “interest”. Put the following sentences back in chronological order. a.



catering to a particular religion, sexual preference, or other common interest.



=



b.



Old and young,



= b. 1 A little help



c.



register at this supermarket of online dating services.



=



d.



heterosexual and gay and bisexual,



e.



There are also many smaller, or "niche" dating sites,



=



f.



well-educated and uneducated people of all races and creeds



= =



D/ Listen from “Trish McDermot” to”…your life?” True or false? 1. According to Trish MacDermot, meeting people online is not something usual.



5. Some people are ashamed of telling others how they met. 6. They were scared to be pointed out.



2. Match.com started in 1998. 7. Couples that have formed thanks to the Internet worry that others will think their relationships are less legitimate than the others.



3. You can meet people you don’t know online. 4. Some of the customers who have met online got married in the end.



8. It is a common belief that the people who use online dating services are dubious.



E/ Circle the words or expressions you have heard.



(MUSIC) “drawing / drawbacks * logistics / logic * cyber-connection / site connection * kilometres / miles * situation/ simulation * first intention / first impression * posted/ lost * impoverished/ embellished * stimulating / estimated * fit / feet * claims/ plans * world / word * pockets / packet * sadly / badly * totally/ entirely * nightmare / nightclubs * Prince Charming / Prince Charles * Beauty quest / beauty queen * magically / mentally * lives/ lies * better / butter * tool / pool“.



*****GRAMMAR******



1/ Traduire 1. Il a l’habitude de communiquer avec Internet.



5. Je me souviens ! Il avait l’habitude de passer des heures sur le Net mais c’est terminé aujourd’hui.



2. Habituellement, il téléphone avant de venir! 6. Les gens s’habituent petit à petit aux rencontres sur Internet 3. Voilà comment se passaient les choses pour rencontrer une fille autrefois…



7. J’ai utilisé cet outil la semaine dernière pour réparer la télé mais je ne le retrouve plus !



4. Il n’a pas l’habitude d’embellir la vérité ! 8. Tu t’habitueras à communiquer par mail!



2/ Fill in the blanks with “why – that – who – whose - which ”. Sometimes different answers are possible.



1. Many of the people ____ met online feel ashamed. 2. Among the different ways _____exist to meet people dating online is a successful one. 3. It is more and more difficult to meet someone, ___________’s the reason ______many people resort to using the Internet.



4. The people _________have similar life goals can be good matches. 5. Some of the first couples _________met online are now married.
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28 3/ Complete with the correct quantifiers: “ “much * some * few * a few * a little * little * many ” 1. __________men and women pretend they are single by hiding their weeding rings.



7. Give me __________ reasons to convince me that the Match.com is the best online dating service!



2. There are _______ websites to meet people online today.



8. _____________ of their members talk about having online chemistry.



3. __________ effort is needed to find the good match. 4. _____ people thought they could meet someone on the Net.



9. How ________________does it cost to fill out on “Match.com” ?



5. _________of the “inside stuff” is revealed first by communicating on the Net.



10. You need ____________ patience to encounter Prince Charming!



6. You may date ___________potential partners but only __________will be really compatible.



11. If you have _______________time, the Net may be the easiest way to find someone!



******ANSWERS*****



PRE-LISTENING ACTIVITIES Read aloud “Match.com”: what would you say? “Match dot com” A/ The following words are in the document you are about to listen. Check them! 1. “to look for” means trouver 2.“to date” means donner rendez-vous 3.« by chance » means par hasard 4.« to be fixed up” means être fixé, arrangé 5.“attractive” means attirante/ attrayante 6.



« online » means sur Internet



7.



« process » means processus/ procédé



8.



« fall in love » means tomber amoureux



9.



« romance » means une liaison, une romance



10 . « to match » means s’assortir à, aller bien 11. “check out” means



se renseigner sur, vérifier 12. “profile” means profil, portrait 13. “fill out” means compléter, remplir 14. « dazzling » means éblouissant 15. « to share » means partager 16. “goals” means but 17. “stuff” means “le truc/ la chose” 18. « delve into » means fouiller 19 .« chemistry » means chimie/ « alchimie » entre deux personnes 20. « stunning » means extraordinaire 21. “matchmaking” means Jouer à la marieuse



B/ Match each word with its definition: 1 = q * 2 = a * 3 = p * 4 = b * 5 = o * 6 = c * 7 = d * 8 = n * 9 = m * 10 =e * 11 = l * 12. = f * 13 = g * 14 = k * 15 =h * 16 = j



C/ . Find the word corresponding to the definition: 1. a problem or disadvantage drawback



3. to be the right shape or size for someone or something to be fit



2. to make something more beautiful or interesting by adding something to it embellished



4. not married single
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29 5. when someone says that something is true, although it has not been proved claim



pretend 10. not often seldom



6. which is not connected off-line



11. to search everywhere for someone or something until you find them hunt someone down



7. to put something somewhere quickly or secretly slip



12. to try to find someone or something to search out



8. A piece of jewellery symbolizing love, commitment a wedding ring



13. something that helps you to do a particular activity a tool



9. to behave as if something is true when it is not



D/ WORD SEARCH FOR FUN! Peux pas coriiger à l’écran …. ATTRACTIVE * CHEMISTRY * COMPATIBLE * CREED * DAZZLING * DRAWBACK * EMBELLISHED * LEGITIMATE * MAGICALLY * MEANINGFUL * PRETEND PROCESS * PROFILE * RELATIONSHIP * ROMANCE * SADLY * SELDOM * SHARE * STIGMA * STUNNING * UNCERTAINTY



………….



E X M P R O F I L E X P H M Z



X M L E C S H A R E I C F A L



E J B G A B A R V H Y O T G U



D V D E S N O D S H B M Y I C



A C I Y L M I N L K J P E C Z



Z G J T A L O N C Y P A T A C



Z E N N C I I A G R D T A L Y



L W C I T A B S E F Q I M L R



I E Q A N W R T H C U B I Y T



N V L T A N E T R E C L T A S



G E D R I N U E T E D E I M I



R W D E D Y E T S A C P G G M



K J A C Y D F P S J I R E I E



I Q Y N S E L D O M X V L T H



S Q M U M R P R O C E S S S C



LISTENING ACTIVITIES Now listen to the document from “That’s how…” to “ Trish MacDermot”. A/ Tick the right answer 4. As the saying goes 1. That’s how dating used to go in America 2. You see someone by chance 3. You’re fixed up on a date



5. find the other person attractive 6. Online dating has in many ways reversed the getting to know you process 7. I call that falling in love from the inside out



B/ Now listen to « Trich MacDermot » to « hair ». Find the missing word! 1 blank = 1 word 1. Charming *2. Vice * 3. Romance * 4. match.com * 5. matchmaking * 6. million * 7. check * 8. out * 9. profiles 10. meet * 11. filled * 12. out * 13. traditionally * 14. colour * 15. dazzling * 16. someone * 17. years * 18. well 19. online * 20. first * 21. profile * 22. connect * 23. interests * 24. e-mail * 25. chemistry * 26. members * 27. physically * 28. smile * 29. stunning



C/ B. Listen from “Old and young” to “interest”. Put the following sentences back in chronological order. Old and young = 1 * heterosexual and gay and bisexual, = 2 * well-educated and uneducated people of all races and creeds = 3 * register at this supermarket of online dating services = 4 * There are also many smaller, or "niche" dating sites, = 5 * catering to a particular religion, sexual preference, or other common interest = 6 D/ Listen from “Trish McDermot” to”…your life?” True or false? 1 = T * 2 = F 1995 * 3 = T * 4 = T * 5 = T * 6 = T * 7 = F to be afraid to be stigmatised * 8 = T
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30 E/Circle the words or expressions you have heard. “drawbacks * logistics * cyber-connection * kilometers * situation * first impression * posted * embellished * fit * stimulating * claims * world * pockets * sadly * entirely * nightclubs * Prince Charming * beauty queen * magically * lives * better * tool”



*****GRAMMAR ANSWERS******



1/ Traduire 1. He is used to communicating with the Internet. 2. He usually phones before coming ! 3. That’s how things used to go to meet a girl… 4. He is not used to embellishing the truth!



5. I remember! He used to spend hours on the Net but he no longer does. 6. People get used to dating online little by little! 7. I used this tool last week to fix the Tv but I can’t find it anymore ! 8. You’ll get used to communicating by e-mail !



2/ Fill in the blanks with “why – that – who – whose - which ”. Sometimes different answers are possible. 1. who 2. which 3. that(’s)/ why 4. whose 5. that



3/ Complete with the correct quantifiers: “ much * some * few * a few * a little * little * many ” 1 = some * 2 = many * 3 = a little * 4 = few * 5 = much * 6 = many / a few * 7 = a few * 8 = many * 9 = much 10 = a little * 11 = little



18 juin 2005 COPYRIGHT Virginie Augusseau / Valérie Gély
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31 Track 7



PRE-LISTENING ACTIVITIES



Make sure you know these acronyms!



HIV AIDS UN UNICEF



A/ The words underlined in the following sentences will appear in the



recording you are about to hear. Find their translation. a. The Guignols are very funny puppets. “A puppet” means:  une poupée  une marionnette



b. J ose Bove is an advocate for the limitation of GM foods. An “advocate” means:  un gardien  un défenseur



c. The number of people infected by HIV has increased enormously. “ To increase” means:  augmenter  diminuer



d. It has increased ten-fold. “Ten-fold” means:  dix fois  cent fois



e. The sixties were a turbulent decade.“ A decade” means:  décennie  10 mois f.



The investigator will hand in his report about the problem next week. “A report” means:  un report  un rapport



g. “There are four characters in this play. “A character” means:  un caractère  un personnage h. Bob Marley was known for his mop of hair. “A mop of hair” means:  une perruque  une tignasse i.



That job will take you at least ten hours, not a minute less. “At least” means: du moins  au moins 
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32 j.



Kami talks about issues related to HIV. “An issue” means: problème  solution 



k. Children are often mean to each other. To be “mean to someone” means:  mignon  méchant



l.



“archbishop” means: un archevêque  un évêque 



B/ And now find the definition in English a. He was appointed ambassador to South Africa. “To appoint» means:  to show someone  to name officially



b. The furry animal hiding in the bushed turned out to be a very frightened cat. “Furry” means:  In a fury  covered in fur



c. She is very smart: she started reading when she was only three years old. “To be smart», means:  chic  clever



d.



This disease is more prevalent in poor countries. “Disease” , means: fact of being ill-at-ease  sickness 



LISTENING ACTIVITIES



A. Listen from the beginning “The united Nations…” to “…by the year 2010”. Find the missing words. 1 word = 1 blank. The _____________ Nations Children’s _____________, __________, has appointed a _______



___________ television __________________



as its special _______________for children who have ________AIDS, or have become AIDS _____________ . The appointment _________on the same day that UNICEF __________ a ___________ saying the number of AIDS orphans has ________________ ten-fold in the last ______________, and could ____________ again ____ the year 2010.
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33 B. Kami’s presentation: Listen from “Her name is Kami…” to “…said Kami”.



a. Tick the right information about Kami. She is:







like any other five-year-old







energetic







in a hurry







a character







yellow







HIV-positive







reddish-brown-haired







muddy







furry







a teenager







enthusiastic







modest







smart







an orphan







moody







mean



C/ Listen from “Millions of…” to “…AIDS”.



Complete with million or millions.



_____________ of children in sub-Saharan Africa are infected with HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. And _______ more have lost one or both parents to the disease. UNICEF estimates that by 2010, about 20 ________ children will have lost at least one parent to AIDS.



D. Listen from “Kami …” to “…often dol”. True or false? Tick the right answer.



1. Kami is :  A meter tall  Half-meter tall



2. Kami first appeared :  On South Africa’s Takalani Sesame Street program  In South Africa’s Takalani Sesame Street program
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34 3. Kami first appreared on television:  Last month  Last year 4. she participates in a variety of :  normal activities  abnormal activities



5. Among these activities there is:  Visiting places  Exploring nature



6. Among these activities there is:  Telling stories  Telling lies



7. Kami also talks about :  The problems faced by the children who are HIV-positive  The issues linked to living with HIV-positive children



8. Kami :  



Teaches children the basics of English Addresses children in a simple way



9. Kami appeared at :  A new conference in Geneva on Wednesday  A news conference in Geneva on Wednesday



10.When Kami arrived on Takalani Sesame Street :  She had a nice time She had a tough time



E. Listen carefully from “at my school…” to “…hug me back”. Then, read the sentences and find the INTRUDERS :







Children thought they could catch HIV by talking to Kami







Kami was left apart when she arrived at school.







Zuzu and Zikwe refused to play with her.







At school, children asked Kami to play with her.







Kami managed quite well to adapt to her new school.







Children used to play with Kami
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35 F. Listen from “UNICEF has just …” to “having HIV”. Circle the words that you hear: “ named/ made ** global/ local ** hopeful / grateful ** challenge / champion ** positive/ negative ** idly/ ideas ** announce / adults ** paddle / people ** some / same”



G. Listen from “That is the message UNICEF”…to the end. Tick the correct answer That’s the message UNICEF:  Wants Kami to spread  Wants Kami to play



It’s a message of hope:  For adults who have HIV  For children who have HIV … and also to other people not to:  Stimulate them  Stigmatise them Kami is off to a good start:  As UNICEF’s champion for children  As UNICEF’s chance for children She says famous people like :  US secretary General Kofi Annan  UN Secretary General Kofi Annan They have promised to help her spread:  Her fur around the world  Her message around the world



******GRAMMAR ******



1/ Choose the correct prepositions among the following ones “ at * by* on * in * with * to * from * or ” When Kami appeared



_____a news conference _____Geneva ______Wednesday, she



explained that _______first, she was left ______her own ______school because other children refused to talk to her and did not want to play _____her. They were really not nice ____her. Kami speaks _____a way designed to make sense _____children who are aged __ three _______seven. Her message is aimed ______children who are HIVpositive _____ who have lost _____least one parent _________AIDS.
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36 2/ Choose the correct tense: present perfect / past? 1. Many children (to become / AIDS orphans) 2. The number of AIDS orphans (to increase / ten-fold) in the last decade. 3. Kami first (to appear) on South Africa’s Takalani Sesame Street Program last year. 4. Kami (to appear) at a news conference in Geneva on Wednesday. 5. Kami says that famous people (to become) her friends. 6. Unicef (to name, just) Kami as its first global Champion for children. 7. Milions of children (to be infected) with HIV. 8. Unicef (to issue) a report about the problems linked to HIV 2003. 9. When Kami first (to arrive) at school, she (to have) a tough time. 10. Children (to use) to reject Kami at school.



3/ : “AS / LIKE” ? Insert the correct word: 1. Kami was appointed _____UNICEF’s special advocate for children who have HIVAIDS. 2. K is _________any other five-year-old child. 3. Physically, she looks _____any other child. 4. At school, she was rejected just ________other children with HIV. 5. Kami was named _______ UNICEF’s first global champion for children. 6. Segregated people ________the people who have HIV, suffer. ??? This one doesn’t quite sound right. Difficult to rephrase in a short sentence. People who have HIV have been treated in the same way as those who suffer from segregation 7. ______ Kami said, numerous people have odd ideas about the disease. 8. She was considered _____ if she was dangerous. 9. Famous people ________U.N Secretary-general Kofi Annan have promised to help Kami. 10.Organizations such _______UNICEF fights for people’s rights.
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37 *******ANSWERS******



PRE-LISTENING ACTIVITIES Make sure you know these acronyms! Human Immunodeficiency Virus Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome United Nations United Nations Children's Fund (formerly United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund) A/ These words are in the document you’re going to listen to. Tick the right answer and Make sure you understand them before listening to the document. Find their translation in context: •



“a puppet” means: une marionnette



•



an “advocate” means: un défenseur



•



“increased” means: augmenté



•



“ ten-fold” means: dix fois



•



“decade” means: décennie



•



“a report” means: un rapport



•



“a character” means: un personnage



•



“a mop of hair” means: une tignasse



•



“at least” means: au moins



•



“Kami talks about issues related to HIV-positive children” means: problèmes



•



to be “mean to someone” means: méchants



•



“archbishop” means: un archevêque



B/ And now find the definition in English. •



“to appoint», means: to name officially



•



somebody “is furry ” means: Thick-haired



•



“to be smart», means: clever



•



“disease” , means: sickness



LISTENING ACTIVITIES



A. Listen from the beginning “The united Nations…” to “…by the year 2010”. Find the missing words. 1 word = 1 blank.
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38 Answers Nations



Fund



puppet



orphans



announced



United



issued



show



report



South African advocate



came



increased



decade



HIV double



by



B. Kami’s presentation: Listen from “Her name is Kami…” to “…said Kami”.



a. Tick the right information about Kami. She is:



like any other five-year-old a character



yellow reddish-brown-haired



energetic



HIV-positive furry smart modest orphan



C/ Listen from “Millions of…” to “…AIDS”. Read the following sentences, then complete with the corresponding number: million / millions. Listen to check your answers. Number of children in sub-Saharan Africa who are infected with HIV: millions of Number of children who have lost one or two parents: millions more Number of children who will be orphans because : about 20 million



D. Listen from “Kami …” to “…often dol”. True or false? Tick the right answer. Kami is: Half-meter tall •



Kami first appeared : On South Africa’s Takalani Sesame Street program



•



Kami first appreared on television: Last year



•



she participates in a variety of : normal activities



•



Among these activities there is: Exploring nature



•



Among these activities there is: Telling stories



•



Kami also talks about : The problems faced by the children who are HIV-positive



•



Kami : Addresses children in a simple way



•



Kami appeared at A news conference in Geneva on Wednesday



•



When Kami arrived on Takalani Sesame Street =She had a tough time



E. Read the following sentences. Then listen to the extract and find the intruders : •



Zuzu and Zikwe refused to play with her



•



At school, children asked Kami to play with her



•



Children thought they could catch HIV by talking to Kami



•



Children used to play with Kami.
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39 F. Listen from “UNICEF has just …” to “having HIV”. “ named ** global ** grateful ** people ** same”



G.



champion ** positive ** ideas ** adults **



Listen from “That is the message UNICEF”…to the end.



Tick the correct answer That’s the message UNICEF: Wants Kami to spread It’s a message of hope:For children who have HIV … and also to other people not to:Stigmatise them Kami is off to a good start: As UNICEF’s champion for children She says famous people like : UN Secretary General Kofi Annan They have promised to help her spread: Her message around the world



******GRAMMAR ANSWERS****** 1/ Choose the correct prepositions among the following ones When Kami appreared at a news conference in Geneva on Wednesday, she explained that at first, she was left on her own at school because other children refused to talk to her and did not want to play with her. They were really not nice to her Kami speaks in a way designed to make sense to children who are aged from three to seven. Her message is aimed at children who are HIV-positive or who have lost at least one parent to AIDS. 2/ Choose the correct tense: present perfect / past? 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



have become has increased first appeared appeared have become



6. has just named 7. have been infected 8. issued 9. arrived / had 10. used



3/ : “AS / LIKE” ? Insert the correct word: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



as like like like as



6. like 7. as 8. as 9. like 10. as



18 juin 2005 COPYRIGHT Virginie Augusseau / Valérie Gély
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40 Track 8



PRE-LISTENING ACTIVITIES



A. The following underlined words are in the document you’re going to listen to. Find their translation m.



“A viewer is watching a TV-show” means: un gardien un spectateur



t.



“The stock market seems to be on the upswing” means la Bourse est en hausse la Bourse est en baisse



u.



“She is really hooked on TV-shows” means être mordue de être accroché à



n.



“The scene is set in Miami” means: se déroule/ se passe est photographiée



v.



« As he pointed out » means indiquer/ montrer clouer



o.



“Indiana Jones is a fictitious character” means un personnage fallacieux un personnage fictif



w.



“Have you realised what he said?” means effectuer se rendre compte



p.



“I heard some footsteps” means des bruits des pas



x.



“Although he tells the truth, nobody believes him!” means bien que au contraire



q.



“Experts predict a dramatic rise in” means une augmentation vertigineuse un drame horrible



y.



« Agatha Christie has written many novels » means nouvelles romans



« Forensic science is a new trend » means une tendance, une mode une marque



z.



« The space race began some decades ago” means la course dans l’espace la course pour la suprématie dans l’espace



r.



s.



“It is a huge building” means énorme hanté



aa. « The Nasa has launched a new rocket” means détruit lancé



LISTENING ACTIVITIES



A. Listen from the beginning “American television…” to “…the killers”. Find the missing words. 1 word = 1 blank. American ___________________ ____________________________ who cant’ get enough of the ________________ show “_______________” may now watch versions _________ _________ Las Vegas, New York and ____________________. Short for “Crime ___________



________________________”, the shows all move from



___________ scenes to ________________ labs, where the main __________________ help ______________________ victims, learn how they ____________________, and help _________________ the ____________________”. (MUSIC)



B. Listen from “A growing number…” to “…University”. Put the following sentences back in their original order.



a. Max Houck is director of the Forensic Science Initiative at West Virginia University:



=



b. while existing programs are experiencing a dramatic rise in applications. = c. A growing number of American young people now dream of following d. Universities across the United States are establishing new courses and programs in the field,



= 1 A little help!



e. in the footsteps of fictitious forensic scientists. = =
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41 C. Listen from “We started in …” to “a gun”. Circle the words you’ve heard. “ 1997 / 1996 * gradual / graduates * problem / probably * 4,500 / 5,000 * 500 / 600 * mayor / major * hip-hop / drop-out * whatever / whenever * acutely / actually * after / happens * regard / realise * fierce / field * bicycle / biology * chemist / chemistry * sunbather / sunglasses * ban / badge”.



D. Listen from “I’m a fan of …” to “in general”. True or false? Tick the right answer.



1. Max Houck, director of the Forensic Science initiative at West Virginia University, is a fan of CSI. 2. The writers call him for help. 3. The show lasts 53 minutes. 4. One person can do everything from the crime scene to the arrest.



E. Listen from “All kinds of science programs” to “…them hooked”. Tick the right answer. 1. All kinds of science programs, especially at the Middle school level at the High school level



4. There is some science involved invented



2. …have seen a huge upswing in interest. Failure.



5. They do try to base it on cases or papers that have come out of the blue. that have come out in the academic literature.



3. That’s largely because they do make it look stupid they do make it look cool



6. So the students see that and that’s part of what gets them fooled. that’s part of what gets them hooked.



F. Listen to “Max Houck compares …” to “science can be”. Find the missing words. Max Houck compares the ____________________ to the __________________________ with the______________ ________________ starting in the late _______________’s. Earlier _________________________ watched ________________________ go up and _____________________________ of being ___________________. Today they watch _________________ being ___________________ and want to be _________________ __________________________. And while only a few will __________________, many more will learn just how ______________________ science can be.



CROSSWORD Have you memorized the vocabulary studied so far? Give this crossword a try to make sure you have. DOWN



ACROSS



1. quoi que/tout ce que 2. une enquête 3. un laboratoire 4. un spectateur 6. mordu 8. des pas 9. attraper 10. bien que 12. un domaine 14. regarder 17. une inscription 18. une augmentation



5. se rendre compte 7. résoudre 11. mode, tendance 13. le lycée (US) 15. un roman 16. un personnage
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*****GRAMMAR*****



2.Max Houck: “there is also a high drop-out rate” He added that _____________________________ A. Turn the following sentences into reported speech. 1. Max Houck: “we started in 1997 with four graduates.” He said that ________________________________



3. “Are you a fan of the novels and of shows like ‘CSI’ ?” The reporter asked him________________ 4. Max Houck: “I am a fan of some of the novels” He replied that_______________________________



B1. How to express the notion of concession ? Complete the following sentences with the correct linkword: “Although (bien que) * whatever (quoique) * wherever (quelque soit l’endroit ) * on the one hand/ on the other hand (d’une part/d’autre part) * However (beau être) * Despite (malgré/ en dépit de) »
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43 1. ________________ he identified the victim, he does not



4. ___________________ extraordinary this detective novel is, I



have any clues concerning the murderer.



would not buy it!



2. ______________ he says, I don’t believe him!



5. _________his fear, he did it!



3. _______________there is a crime, CSI is there!



6. ____________________, I love biology and chemistry, but on ________________, I cant’ stand blood!



B2. Translate the sentences from B1.



C. Fill in the blanks with the correct prepositions among the following ones: “of – to – with –in – across – for – from”



5. Science programs have seen an upswing _________ interest. 6. He is looking forward ________ meeting him.



1. American television viewers can’t get enough _____ the show CSI.



7. _________ the crime scene _______ the investigation, there is a lot ___work!



2. More and more young people dream _______ following ______ the footsteps ___ fictitious forensic scientists. 8. They started __________ a few graduates ____1997. 3. Universities ________________ the USA are establishing new courses ______ the field ________ forensics. 9. Everybody seems to be fascinated _____forensic science! 4. Whenever he can M. Houck is glad to answer some writers who ask ________ his help.



D. Fill in the gaps with the appropriate modals: “ can * can’t * will * may “ 1. Many American television viewers ______ get enough of « CSI ». 2. New versions of the show “CSI” ___________be watched in Las Vegas, New York and Miami.



10. Are you a fan _______ these detective novels?



3. ‘Crime Scene Investigation’ _________ be called “CSI”. 4. By watching “CSI” , many students __________be mistaken about what studying forensics really is. 5. Numerous students want to become forensic scientist but only a few _______ succeed. 6. The rising interest in forensics has the advantage of showing students how interesting science _________be.



*****ANSWERS*****



PRE-LISTENING ACTIVITIES A. The following underlined in the document you’re going to listen to. Find their translation: a. “A viewer is watching a TV-show” means: un spectateur …..b. “The scene is set in Miami” means: se déroule/ se passe



i. “She is really hooked on TV-shows” means être mordue de j. « As he pointed out » means indiquer/ montrer



c. “Indiana Jones is a fictitious character” means un personnage fictif



k. “Have you realised what he said?” means se rendre compte



d. “I heard some footsteps” means des pas



l. “Although he tells the truth, nobody believes him!” means bien que



e. “Experts predict a dramatic rise in” means une augmentation vertigineuse



m. « Forensic science is a new trend » means une tendance, une mode



f. « Agatha Christie has written many novels » means romans



n. « The space rate began some decades ago” means la course pour la suprématie dans l’espace



g. “It is a huge building” means énorme



o. « The Nasa has launched a new rocket” means lance



h. “The stock market seems to be on the upswing” means la Bourse est en hausse
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44 LISTENING ACTIVITIES



A. Listen from the beginning “American television…” to “…the killers”. Find the missing words. 1 word = 1 blank. “television / viewers / popular / "CSI" / set / in / Miami. / Scene Investigation" / crime / science / characters / identify / died / catch / killers”



B. Listen from “A growing number…” to “…University”. Put the following sentences back in chronological order.



a. Max Houck is director of the Forensic Science Initiative at West Virginia University:



=5



b. while existing programs are experiencing a dramatic rise in applications. =4 c. A growing number of American young people now dream of following d. Universities across the United States are establishing new courses and programs in the field,



= 1(some help!)



e. in the footsteps of fictitious forensic scientists. =3 =2



C. Listen from “We started in …” to “a gun”. Circle the words you’ve heard. “ 1997 / graduates / probably / 4,500 / 500 / major / drop-out / whatever / actually / happens / realise / field / biology / chemistry / sunglasses / badge”.



D. Listen from “I’m a fan of …” to “in general”. True or false? Tick the right answer.



1. Max Houck, director of the Forensic Science initiative at West Virginia University, is a fan of CSI. = F 2. The writers call him for help. = T 3. The show lasts 53 minutes. = T 4.



One person can do everything from the crime scene to the arrest = F



E. Listen from “All kinds of science programs” to “…them hooked”. Tick the right answer.



1. All kinds of science programs, especially at the High school level 2. …have seen a huge upswing in interest 3. That’s largely because they do make it look cool 4. There is some science involved 5. They try to base it on cases or papers that have come out in the academic literature 6. So the students see that and that’s part of what gets them hooked



F. Listen to “Max Houck compares …” to “science can be”. Find the missing words. “ Trend / fascination / space / race / 1950 / generations / rockets / dreamed / astronauts / crimes / solved / forensic scientists / succeed / interesting” CROSSWORD DOWN



ACROSS



1. whatever 2. investigation 3. a lab 4. a viewer 6. hooked 8. footsteps 9. catch 10. although 12. a field 14. watch 17. application 18. rise



5. realise 7. solve 11. trend 13. high school 15. novel 16. character
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45 ******GRAMMAR ANSWERS ****



A. Turn the following sentences into reported speech.



1. Max Houck said that they had started in 1997 with four graduates 2. Max Houck added that there was also a high drop-out rate” 3. The reporter asked Max Houck whether he was a fan of the novels and of shows like ‘CSI’”. 4. Max Houck replied that he was a fan of some of the novels



B1. How to express the notion of concession ? Complete the following sentences with the correct linkword:



1. Although he identified the victim, he does not have any clues concerning the murderer. 2. Whatever he says, I don’t believe him! 3. Wherever there is a crime, CSI is there! 4. However extraordinary this detective novel is, I would not buy it! 5. Despite his fear, he did it! 6. On the one hand, I love biology and chemistry, but on the other, I cant’ stand blood!



B2. Translate the sentences from B1. 1. Bien qu’il ait identifié la victime, il n’a aucun indice en ce qui concerne le meurtrier. 2. Quoiqu’il dise, je ne le crois pas ! 3. Quelque soit l’endroit où se passe un crime, les Experts sont là ! 4. Ce roman policier a beau être extraordinaire, je ne l’achèterais pas ! 5. En dépit de / Malgré sa peur, il l’a fait ! 6. D’une part, j’adore la biologie et la chimie, et d’autre part, je ne supporte pas la vue du sang !



C. Fill in the blanks with the correct prepositions among the following ones “of – to – with –in – across – for – from”



1. American television viewers can’t get enough OF the show CSI. 2. More and more young people dream OF following IN the footsteps OF fictitious forensic scientists. 3. Universities ACROSS the USA are establishing new courses IN the field OF forensics. 4. Whenever he can M. Houck is glad to answer some writers who ask FOR his help. 5. Science programs have seen an upswing IN interest. 6. He is looking forward TO meeting him. 7. FROM the crime scene TO the investigation, there is a lot OF work! 8. They started WITH a few graduates IN 1997. 9. Everybody seems to be fascinated BY forensic science! 10. Are you a fan OF these detective novels?
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D. Fill in the gaps with the appropriate modals: “can * can’t * will * may “ 1. Many American television viewers can’t get enough of « CSI ». 2. New versions of the show “CSI” may be watched in Las Vegas, New York and Miami. 3. ‘Crime Scene Investigation’ can be called “CSI”. 4. By watching “CSI”, many students may be mistaken about what studying forensics really is. 5. Numerous students want to become forensic scientist but only a few will succeed. 6. The rising interest in forensics has the advantage of showing students how interesting science can be.



COPYRIGHT V. AUGUSSEAU / V. GELY 18 juin 2005
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47 Further listening:



Reportages présentés par



Voice Of America:



www.voanews.com: les



scripts qui sont donnés ici ne



correspondent pas toujours mot à mot à ce que vous entendez sur le fichier audio, ils vous sont proposés comme aide, mais vous devez prêter attention au détail du document audio car, à l’examen, vous pouvez aussi bien être interrogés sur le texte du script que sur la bande son



9- Study: Global Warming Could Wipe Out Up to One-Third of World's Species By Jessica Berman Washington 08 January 2004 A new study concludes that up to 37 percent of the world's population of mammals, birds, and trees could be near extinct within the next 50 years, if global warming continues at its current rate. An international team of scientists made the projection The conclusion was based on an analysis of previous biodiversity studies - looking at animal populations in a range of habitats, including wetlands, deserts, and temperate climates in Great Britain, Mexico, and northern Australia. Using a computer model, the biodiversity researchers concluded that between 15 and 37 percent of the world's species could be almost extinct by the year 2050 if global warming continues at the rate it is going. They predict up to 10 percent of plants and animals could be completely wiped out. Co-author Townsend Peterson is an associate professor of ecology and evolutionary biology at the University of Kansas, Professor Peterson says there are a number of reasons people should care about the threatened extinction of plants and animals in the wild. "We rue the loss of the species in terms of the information, the potential, maybe, for pharmaceutical products that are not known yet, but also because they are part of the natural heritage of the planet," he said. The investigators urge countries to quickly put in place technologies to reduce the emission of harmful greenhouse gases and their byproducts. The study is published in the journal Nature.



10- Video: Accelerated Melting of Arctic Ice By Ernest Leong Washington, DC 30 September 2005 Some scientists have long believed in the global warming theory -- that the air and water are getting warmer due to industrial pollutants and the burning of fossil fuels. All of this is, according to experts, contributing to a "greenhouse effect". Now, there is additional evidence of warmer temperatures -- the summer ice pack around the North Pole is melting away at what they say is an alarming rate.
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48 The Arctic Ocean's frozen surface has been called the northern hemisphere's "summertime air conditioner". These vast ice fields have always cooled the summer winds blowing southwards, and are important in keeping the northern hemisphere from heating up too much. Normally, a part of the ice melts in the summer and re-forms in winter. But since the 1970s, nearly 30 percent of the Arctic sea-ice has melted away in summer. At this rate, some believe the ice could completely melt away one summer before the end of the century. NASA researcher Dr. Waleed Abdalati says, "In 2005, it's the lowest on record. We've watched that [ice] retreat year after year. There's really something going on." This year, 1.3 million square kilometers more ice has melted than in an average year. Less ice means less white surface to reflect the sun's heat away from Earth, and more dark open water to absorb that heat. This, in turn, speeds up the melting process for the remaining ice. Some scientists theorize that as the water temperature increases, so does the likelihood of violent weather, such as hurricanes. "So this is an unstable systems," said Dr. Abdalati. An unstable system that has an immediate effect on those who live in the Arctic region. One whale hunter made a surprising discovery when he checked the whale meat in his ice cellar. "The skin and the blubber should be frozen solid. It's thawing out already." In the past, any ground in the North Pole deeper than 1.2 meters was frozen solid. The hunter's cellar is twice that depth -- 2.4 meters underground. The Arctic ice protects the shore from the open sea. As that ice retreats, villages must move to avoid getting washed into the ocean. The retreating ice also affects the wildlife. Warmer weather birds, such as the black guillemots and puffins, are migrating farther north. And polar bears are starving as their hunting ground, the frozen ocean surface, is shrinking. For most of us, evidence of a warmer world can be found in hotter summers and more violent weather. Those living on the frozen fields, in the "summer air conditioner," can watch their world melt away before their eyes.



11 Solar Home Tour Promotes Clean Energy Alternative



By Rosanne Skirble Washington, D.C. 11 October 2005 Last year solar energy surpassed wind power as the fastest growing alternative energy source in the world. While solar products account for only a tiny fraction of the electricity produced in the United States, new federal legislation coupled with state programs are helping to promote growth in the industry. Each year, thousands of Americans get a chance to explore energy efficient homes and buildings in hundreds of communities across the United States during the National Solar Tour.Twenty-five years ago, Michael and Virginia Spevak built a new home on an empty lot in Washington. They wanted a house that got its energy from the sun. Mrs. Spevak says the open floor plan promotes natural heating and cooling. "The floor is dark quarry tile, which helps the heat from the sun in the winter, and it reflects back into the house at night," she says. "The walls are light colored. which helps reflect light, so we don't need as many lights on. The windows are mostly on the south and there is a two-foot (610 millimeter) overhang so that when the sky is high in the sky in the summer the house is shaded by the overhang."
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49 Other features include bookcases and quilts against the walls to provide added insulation. The Spevaks also have a solar water heater and they recently purchased photovoltaic panels for their roof. The house is connected to the local electric grid, but the family gets a credit from the power company for the energy they produce. Mrs. Spevak says the house has been good to the environment and to their pocketbook. "Adding the solar voltaics probably will not make economic sense unless it is over a long period of time," she says. "The hot water clearly has paid for itself probably two or three times over by now. And, the photovoltaics we didn't really expect to get the payback, but we decided that it was worth it to decrease the carbon dioxide and all the other things that it would be worth it. Mrs. Spevak says their commitment to energy efficiency has not meant a major change in their life-style. "You have a lot of choices when you try and have a more energy efficient house," she says. "You can have a house that does everything itself and you don't even know that you have a house any different from any other house. We decided that we didn't mind doing a few simple things, but even if we did nothing and someone moved into this house they could do nothing and it would be more energy efficient than most houses, but there are things that you can do to make it work even better." Close to 90 visitors toured the Spevaks' home on the 2005 Solar Home Tour. Many -- drawn by rising home heating and cooling bills -- wanted to see the energy saving technologies in action. Whether they would switch to solar is another question."We're going to talk about it. I just have to work the numbers," says one man. Another -- who plans to adopt solar alternatives for a construction project -- says, "It is just the right thing to do." Most wanted to know what it takes to run a home on solar power. "I am just trying to take in and learn as much as I can," says one woman on the tour, who hopes someday to apply what she's learned to her own house. While the Spevak house is the exception rather than the rule among American homes, some state and local jurisdictions offer grants and tax incentives to homeowners for the purchase of renewable or energy-efficient products. More than 20 states require utility companies to get a portion of their electricity from renewable sources. But Peter Lowenthal says that is not enough. He heads the Solar Energy Industries Association in Washington, a local sponsor of the 2005 Solar Home and Building Tour. While he applauds the solar tax credit in the new energy bill, he says the law falls short of what the solar industry needs to grow a market for its products. "Unfortunately the credit only lasts for two years," he says. "Of all the tax credits that were passed in the energy bill, unfortunately ours (the solar power industry) are short lived. So we have a significant battle to try to extend them for more than five years because for the business community to go into investing into developing the market and ramping up manufacturing and establishing dealer networks across the country is an expensive process and for a two-year window that is not a very good choice." Mr. Lowenthal says greater price incentives and increased consumer awareness about energy-saving alternatives will help lower the nation's power bill and reduce its dependency on fossil fuels that pollute the environment.
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50 12 American Attitudes Towards the Environment By Serena Parker Washington 10 June 2004



As Americans gear up for a summer of campaign politics ahead of the November 2004 presidential election, polls indicate voters are mainly concerned with the U.S. economy and jobs along with war in Iraq. But a Hollywood movie has many Americans talking about global warming and the environment. A new poll by Yale University shows American voters are worried about the country’s environmental health. VOA’s Serena Parker has more. One of the top summer movies in the United States is The Day After Tomorrow, a Hollywood blockbuster about an abrupt change in the earth’s climate that causes a series of cataclysmic events, including a new ice age that puts much of the northern hemisphere in a deep freeze.



Full of special effects, the film is short on hard science, but that hasn’t stopped a broad coalition of environmental groups, concerned scientists and liberal political organizations from using the movie to criticize the Bush Administration’s response to global warming. Katherine Morrison, a staff attorney at U.S. PIRG, a non-profit, public interest advocacy group, says her group distributed flyers in cities across the United States to people coming out of screenings of the disaster film. “We wanted to try to give people a sense about how global warming happens,” she says. “The fact that we are causing it by burning fossil fuels and that we also have the solutions because we are causing it and that we know what to do to stop it. And people seemed generally receptive about it and wanted to know what they could do.” According to Dan Esty, director of the Yale Center for Environmental Law and Policy, it doesn’t take Hollywood exaggeration to get people to care.



“All the Hollywood hype surrounding The Day After Tomorrow really isn’t necessary to get people to focus on this issue,” he says. “We see a very strong majority of 55% saying the science is in on this issue, no hype required, and it’s time to take action to address the build-up of greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere.” Because of concerns about global warming and other issues, American voters want to hear more about the environment from the presidential candidates. Dan Esty says the recent poll by Yale University’s School of Forestry and Environmental Studies indicates that 84% of American voters say the environment will be a factor in their vote in November -- a concern that cuts across party lines. “What it looks to us is that the environment is going to be a major factor for some number of voters,” he says, “particularly younger voters who seem especially focused on this issue, and will be, if not a major, than a minor factor for a large majority of Americans. So whether people are Democrats or Republicans or Independents it appears that the environment is part of what’s on their mind as they look at candidates.” Others disagree about the importance American voters give to environmental concerns like global warming. Patrick Michaels is senior fellow in environmental studies at the Cato Institute, a libertarian research organization in Washington. Yes, the planet is warmer now than it was in the middle of the 19th century and yes, some of that is attributable to human activity. But that rate of warming is modest, he says, and people have adapted and even prospered.
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51 “As the planet warmed in the last 100 years, in the industrialized countries life span doubled and some crop yields quintupled,” he says. “And while global warming didn’t cause those things, it certainly did not prevent them.”



Patrick Michaels says that as the planet warms another degree or two Celsius over the next 100 years, humans will adjust. Thus, concerns about global warming are overblown. “And it’s interesting that Americans tend to agree with that,” he says. “When asked by the Gallup polling organization, which is very highly respected, a plurality of respondents say the media is generally exaggerating the issue of global warming.”



While there is skepticism about the impact of global warming, a recent Gallup Poll reports that a majority of Americans consider it genuine. When asked what should be done to combat the problem, however, the Gallup survey indicates Americans are wary of the Kyoto Protocol, the global climate agreement that requires major industrialized countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to below 1990 levels. European Union countries, Japan, Canada, China and Brazil have ratified it, but President Bush withdrew from the treaty in 2001 on the grounds it would hurt the U.S. economy. He also objects to the fact that large developing nations like China and India are exempt from the mandatory cuts in emissions. The Yale survey also documents Americans’ concerns about sacrificing economic growth for the environment. When forced to choose between protecting the environment and maintaining a strong economy a majority of Americans choose to keep the economy growing.



13- Outline education helps students, teachers, small towns By Stephen Raher Branson, Colorado 23 August 2005 As rural towns struggle to adjust to economic changes and face global competition in manufacturing and agriculture, some communities are looking to technology as the answer. The increased availability of fiber optic networks and high-speed Internet access has particularly impacted rural schools. Students in small towns can now access advanced courses and materials throughout the world. Branson, Colorado has flourished as a provider in this new world of online education. The town sits far from any major highway, amid rolling hills covered with scrub brush, in the heart of ranching country. Fewer than 100 people live in the town. Main Street is unpaved, and the local school is housed in a two-story red brick building, which was built in 1922. Jay Aufderheide, the town's former school superintendent, says Branson was small then, and has only gotten smaller over the years. "At that time, the town was like 2,000 residents," he says. "Then some time shortly after that school was built, about half the town burned down. And not too long after that, half of the half that was remaining burned down. And so, since the (19)20s and (19)30s, Branson has been very small, but these folks are survivors." The small band of survivors includes 65 students in the Branson schoolhouse. Despite the small number of kids in the building, the school district has an enrollment of nearly 1000. Most of them are students of Branson School Online, the district's five-year-old Internet-based education program for kids from kindergarten through grade 12.
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52 Branson On-line students and teachers come from all over the state - from urban and rural areas. They're attracted to the program for many reasons. Some students have medical problems, some are teenage parents, some are on probation. Other kids have demanding work schedules or, like Ryan Lutz, just weren't satisfied with their local public schools. As he explains, "I had a lot of distractions and just overcrowding, it was hard for me to work. I work more diligently now than when I went to brick and mortar school." Branson teacher Elizabeth Davis also comes from a traditional 'brick-and-mortar' school system, and likes her virtual classroom better. "When I taught in brick-and-mortar," she recalls, "I had 150 students over five or six class periods a day. At Branson, a full load for a teacher is 24 students. I know my kids so much more." And she appreciates the work schedule that allows her to stay home with her own children. Like most of her on-line colleagues, she lives hours away from the actual town of Branson… even if she's only a click away in cyberspace. Students work their way through online course materials, which can range from strictly text-based reading assignments to computer-simulated chemistry labs. Homework assignments are emailed to teachers, who respond by e-mailing or calling with feedback. Branson Online's incoming director Kris Enright says the technology of online education is really just a springboard to a new theory of teaching. "The technology is increasingly becoming a transparent medium," explaining that the unique quality of the school is not the high-tech wizardry -"online-ness" - as he calls it, but the opportunity to tailor the curriculum to each student. "It's the individualization, it's the ability to diagnose exactly and prescriptively what a student needs." And while Mr. Enright definitely sees the need for brick-and-mortar schools, he also makes a strong argument for change. "The brick and mortar traditional model was based on a factory model. The kids come in, we apply a treatment, we give them a curriculum, and they all need to come out at the end looking somewhat similar." Whether Branson On-Line graduates will also look somewhat similar remains to be seen. In a recent study of so-called 'distance education,' 72% of school districts offering Internet or video-based learning programs said they planned to expand them. As more U.S. schools dive into the world of on-line learning, educators will begin to form conclusions about what works and what doesn't.



14 Arizona High school becomes first to go textfree, 100 per cent wireless. 26 august 2005 By Barry Unger Computers have begun playing a larger role in the education of many U.S. children. They use them to communicate with friends, to play games, and maybe even do research for an assignment. But one new school in Arizona is taking student use of computers to another level. Empire High School will be textbook free. The entire curriculum will be on the Internet. All 340 students will have laptop computers to access their assignments and send their completed work to their teacher. The teachers can then grade the work online and send it back to the students. School officials believe the new learning format will increase students' interest. Erin Mendivil, a teacher at Empire High School says the program shows promise. "I think it's perfect for kids," she says. "Especially since they are naturally attached to the computers." Students are also excited about the changes. "I think it's better to have Internet sources because without it you're stuck in the past instead of up to date on stuff," says Danni Wise. Officials have put safeguards in place to prevent students from viewing inappropriate material during class. There is also a web program in place to check for plagiarism and students copying from each other.
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53 Each laptop costs the school $800. All the students' parents' paid $50 for insurance to cover their child's computer. Schools in states including Arkansas and Virginia have also experimented with being textbook free in recent years.



15- New Clothing Stores Promote No-Sweatshop Suppliers By Maura Jane Farrelly New York 22 May 2005 It is becoming an increasingly important set of questions for the fashion-conscious in the western world: Under what conditions were these clothes made? And by whom? A movement against so-called sweatshop clothing took hold on college campuses in the United States a number of years ago. And now, the movement is going mainstream. The sweatshop-free campaign is still one that tends to be dominated by young people. In an American Apparel store on Broadway in New York City, none of the customers or sales clerks looks to be over the age of 35. The store opened about a year and a half ago, and all of the clothing it sells is made in a factory in downtown Los Angeles. The average worker on American Apparel's sewing floor is paid $12.50 an hour. That is about $7 more than the federal minimum wage, and it is something a garment-worker toiling for 16 cents an hour in China could only ever dream of. The salaries paid to the people making American Apparel's clothing are part of the company's sales pitch, and it seems to be working. One of the guys who I work with knew about American Apparel, and had told me 'not sweatshop,' says one customer, who didn't want to give her name. So I figured I'd come in here. Last year, American Apparel sold more than $150 million worth of sweatshop-free clothing, and the company expects to add another $100 million to its sales this year. Other groups have begun to jump onto the sweatshop-free bandwagon. The Justice Clothing Company in Bangor, Maine, sells only garments that have been sewn by unionized workers in the United States and Canada. And Edun -- a company recently founded by music celebrity Bono and his wife, Ali Hewson --has pledged to bring sweatshop-free clothing production to countries in the Third World. "For better or worse, we've gotten involved in this global marketplace, and I will freely admit that there are some positive aspects to the global marketplace," says Dave Tillford,a senior writer for the Center for the New American Dream, which seeks to educate people about the ramifications of their consumption choices. "But one of the very, very unfortunate aspects is that it has separated the consumer from the producer, to the extent where we just don't see what happens behind the screen." But movements like the sweatshop-free clothing campaign are slowly changing that. Dave Tillford points to the growing popularity of so-called "fair trade" coffee as another example of what can be accomplished when consumers are informed. Thanks to the Fair Trade movement, workers on hundreds of coffee plantations in Africa and Latin America are now getting decent wages for their labor. Still, shopping with a conscience does come with a price tag. Decent wages cost money, and according to Derrick Nichols, who manages the American Apparel store in Broadway, those costs do get passed along to the consumer. "You can go to K-mart and buy a 3-pack of Hanes' (undershirts) for $10, whereas each of our basic, white t-shirts at American Apparel will retail for $15," he says. "But I think people are aware of that, and I think people are willing to pay for honest living wages and the idea upon which the company is based."
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54 Executives at American Apparel are certainly banking on that. The company already has 50 retail stores in the United States, Canada, England, France, and Germany. It plans on opening another 29 in the coming year, including its first stores in Mexico and Switzerland.



16 'Bollywood' Making Smoking Fashionable, says WHO Report By Lisa Schlein Geneva 18 February 2003 A new study commissioned by the World Health Organization accuses Bollywood, India's multi-billion-dollar film industry, of glamorizing smoking and thereby influencing young people to take up the habit. Bollywood produces 900 films in almost all Indian languages every year. The study looked at 400 recent Indian films and found that tobacco in one form or another was featured in three out of four films. The author of the study, Ambika Srivastava, said it is not just the bad guys who have the habit. The good guys also smoke. She said India's most glamorous film stars are seen smoking. And she said that surveys conducted among young people show that they are strongly impressed by what they see on the silver screen. "The study that we have done which is a qualitative study with focus groups clearly does provide insights that teenagers think smoking is hip and cool, and that is the way it is being portrayed in the films. And, they are trying to copy styles, which means that they do get influenced by what they see in the films," Ms. Srivastava said. India has a population of one billion. Ms. Srivastava said almost 15 million people in India watch a film every day. In addition, she notes, Bollywood's influence stretches across the globe. She said the films attract large audiences in the Middle East and Southeast Asia, the United Kingdom, United States, and Europe. She said cigarette sales in India account for only 14 percent of the tobacco market. She said this presents a big opportunity for cigarette manufacturers to expand their market, especially among young people. "Feature films actually account for 30 percent of the television programming, and this programming is beamed across daytime and reaches children less than 15 years old. And, that is why it is quite important that the film industry take notice of what it is doing and also the government takes some action in introducing warnings and, in fact, looking at the portrayal of films that are screened on television," Ms. Srivastava said. The WHO study said movies with heavy smoking should be given an R rating. This would make them off limits to young people. It said producers should certify they have not been paid for advertising certain brands, and it calls for a ban on sponsorship of film events by tobacco companies.



17 Indian Filmmakers Criticize Smoking Ban in Indian Films By Anjana Pasricha New Delhi 02 June 2005 India has banned depiction of smoking in films and television programs as part of its war against tobacco use. The World Health Organization has welcomed the move, but filmmakers have denounced the ban as an infringement of artistic freedom. The latest Bollywood hit, "Bubbly and Bunti," is dominated by scenes of Indian film icon Amitabh Bacchan lighting up as he plots how to [arrest] two [criminals].
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55 But the government says films made after August 1 will no longer be able to depict such scenes, and older movies showing images of smoking will have to carry a health warning. The same rules will apply to television programs. The government says the new regulations are part of efforts to check the rising use of tobacco among youngsters. The measure comes two years after a World Health Organization report said smoking in Bollywood films was being increasingly associated with fun, fashion, glamor and success - and was influencing millions of youngsters throughout South Asia to take to tobacco products. Vineet Gill, from WHO's anti-tobacco cell in New Delhi, said the study showed that instances of the "good guys" or heroes smoking on screen have risen dramatically over the past decade. "He will throw a cigarette in the air, almost flip it most dramatically, and then catch it in his mouth, all these kind of things glamorize the whole act of smoking or using tobacco products to young people…a child watching somewhere in some village in this country, when he sees that he does not realize that is bad for him. All he sees is his idol is doing it, so it must be a great thing to do," he said. "So all the public health measures, all the anti-tobacco messages you send out actually go into the dustbin." The movie industry and Indian newspapers have denounced the ban as ridiculous and absurd, and say it is tantamount to censorship. A consultant to India's entertainment industry, Anil Nagareth, said films reflect society and life, and the act of smoking is simply used to illustrate a personality. "We are not government documentary makers, we are filmmakers. Bollywood and Hollywood both have used smoking as a means to promote a character. They have not gone to promote smoking per se," he said. Well-known filmmaker Mahesh Bhatt calls the ban an infringement of "freedom," and said the role of heroes in inspiring the young is overstated. He said movie stars frequently have little effect in getting other messages across to the public. "When you simplify things you falsify them," he said. "I do have a tendency to accept that film stars are role models, but my question is when the same icon talks against HIV Aids, and talks about using a condom, and having safe sex, why isn't the role model taken seriously?" But anti-tobacco campaigners are happy with the ban. They say 800,000 Indians die each year from smokingrelated illnesses and any measure that could cut that number is welcome. Last year, India outlawed smoking in public places, and imposed a ban on the sponsoring of sporting events by tobacco firms.



18- College Tuition Continues to Rise in U.S. By Maura Jane Farrelly New York 01 November 2005 It can be very expensive to go to college in the United States. And it keeps getting more expensive. Although tuition increases were lower this year than they have been in the past, the cost of going to college is still rising much faster than inflation or Americans' household income. The increases have captured the attention of parents across the United States including U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings, who recently sent her daughter off to college for the first time. The Department of Education has put together a commission to take a look at the future of higher
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56 education in the United States, and at the inaugural meeting, Ms. Spellings asked participants to make the issue of cost a priority. "Please address such questions as how accessible is higher education, and who will be the college student of tomorrow?" she told the crowd of college administrators who had gathered for the meeting. "Why is the cost of college rising so rapidly, and how can we make it more affordable?" The average cost of one year at a private U.S. college or university is now $21,235. That is up from about $15,000 five years ago. To put the 40% increase in perspective, household income in the United States during this same period rose just 4%. Tuition at less expensive, state-run universities is increasing even more rapidly. According to Patrick Callen, president of the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, that is because states are feeling the effects of a sluggish economy. "Public institutions have had their budgets cut by states, and they've been raising tuition to replace public money that's been taken out of their budgets," he says. But budget cuts are just part of the reason tuition rates have been increasing so rapidly. Mr. Callen points out that more and more American high school students are going to college, because nowadays, it is nearly impossible to earn a middle-class income without a college degree. This has created what he calls a "sellers' market"-and schools are taking advantage of it. "There's increased demand, and not increased supply, so they're able to raise prices," Patrick Callen says. "They can raise tuition, without having to worry about losing enrollments." Add to that the myth that cost equates to quality, he says, and you have a situation where universities have no incentive to keep tuition down. The result is that students today are graduating with nearly twice as much education-related debt as graduates had ten years ago. A study conducted by the Public Interest Research Group found that nearly 40% of student borrowers leave school with what are considered to be "unmanageable" debt levels. Their payments, in other words, amount to more than 8% of their monthly incomes. Patrick Callen says if something isn't done about the cost of a college education, it's going to have an impact on America's future. "It influences students' choices, like whether to go to graduate school, and can you afford to go get a graduate degree, if you already owe a chunk of money, in a field that isn't going to have big economic returns - you know, teaching, social work, etc." The debt may also force people in their 20s to delay getting married and starting a family - a factor that could be behind the rising age of first-time marriage that the United States has experienced in recent years. Of course, there is financial aid available for students, but Patrick Callen says increases in grant and scholarship money have not kept up with the increases in tuition. And he says universities have not always distributed that money wisely, because they are competing with one another for smart, accomplished students. "A larger and larger percentage of the aid that's there is not going to the students for whom it might make a difference in whether they go to college or not," says Mr. Callen. "It's going to be used as an enticement in this competition for students that will raise your prestige by getting students with the highest SAT scores (i.e. national exam scores) and the highest grade points out of high school." Patrick Callen says schools could do a lot to make a college education more affordable if they just restructured their aid formulas. And undoubtedly that is one issue the Department of Education's Commission on Higher Education will be looking at. But unless more universities crop up in the United States, it will remain a sellers' market - until the cost gets so high, that is, that students simply cannot go, regardless of how much debt they are willing to assume.
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Further Reading Around GPS (Just try to disappear)



The right track? GPS puts parents in the passenger seat Is there anything the latest cell phone can't do? It can record movies, surf the Web, and download the newest OutKast song. But don't let those fancy features fool you. Before you head for the mall, you may want to heed some ancient advice: Caveat emptor--Let the buyer beware! After all, chances are that sweet cell has a Global Positioning System (GPS) chip. GPS lets cell phone companies determine the location of your phone at all times. GPS can come in handy; if you are hurt and call 911, rescuers can find you by using your phone's GPS. But emergency officials aren't the only people interested in your whereabouts. Several new companies are monitoring teen drivers for inquisitive parents--and they're using cell phones equipped with GPS to do it. The programs vary, but most allow parents to use the Internet to monitor their kids' locations, driving habits, and speed. Some programs even let parents set speed and location limits so that they are alerted if their kids drive too fast or go beyond a predetermined boundary. Many parents say the programs are the best thing since air bags, but a lot of teens aren't convinced. They say the programs are an invasion of their privacy. Safety First! The number-one killer of teens isn't cancer, AIDS, or even the flu--it's car accidents. In 2001, more than 4,700 teens ages 16 to 19 died of car crash injuries, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Experts say most teen accidents are caused by excessive speed or risky behavior. Those deadly statistics require serious action, says Jack Church of the Teen Arrive Alive monitoring program. "I think a teen's safety takes precedence over privacy," he told reporters. Supporters of monitoring say the programs also help if a teen is kidnapped or lost. Andrea Gutierrez uses a driving program to help her daughter get home. "I give her directions by looking at [the program's] online map, which shows me ... where she is." Even kids admit that the programs are OK. Lee Parker, 11, told the Orlando (Fla.) Sentinel he wouldn't mind being tracked. "It would be better than my parents calling me every two minutes to make sure I'm where I said I'll be." Stop Spying! Jeana Nichols, 17, says parents are forgetting one very important thing: trust. "I don't like the idea of someone using a device that keeps tabs on me," she told the Sarasota (Fla.) Herald-Tribune. Others say the information could be misused. If "everyone who works [at the company can] pinpoint the exact location of your 17-year-old girl at all times," it presents a potentially dangerous situation, attorney John Lawford told the Ottawa Citizen. Alana Watenpuhl, 19, says teens can easily outsmart the programs. Teens "can always leave their cell phone somewhere and take off with friends. It's not like the chips are attached to their bodies," she told reporters. "But who knows?" she added. "That might be what's coming next." Take part in a CE poll on this News Debate at www.weeklyreader.com/ce. Get Talking
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58 Tell students that some parents are using monitoring programs to track their children's driving speed and location. Ask: Why might parents be tracking their teens? How would you feel if your parents tracked you? How might it affect your relationship with them? Background * In 2000, teens made up 10 percent of the U.S. population and accounted of 14 percent of all car-related deaths, according to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. * Per mile driven, drivers ages 16 to 19 are four times more likely to get into a car accident than drivers in any other age group, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). * In 2001, the car accident death rate for males ages 16 to 19 (19.7 per 100,000) was nearly twice that of their female counterparts (10.4 per 100,000). * Teens are more likely than older drivers to speed, run red lights, make illegal turns, ride with an intoxicated driver, and drive after using alcohol or drugs, CDC statistics show. * Teens also have the lowest rate of seat belt use, the CDC found. In 2001, 14 percent of high school students said they rarely or never wore seat belts when riding with someone else. Doing More Chances are that students will be against the monitoring devices. Share the driving statistics above with them. Then ask them to brainstorm ways that parents or local governments could help make teenagers better drivers without taking away all of their privacy. COPYRIGHT 2004 Weekly Reader Corp.



Around Breathe easy



Ireland's smoking ban reaps benefits By Liz Szabo, USA TODAY



One year after the Irish Republic became the first country with a nationwide ban on smoking in workplaces, pub employees already are breathing easier, a study shows. The number of non-smoking bar workers with respiratory problems, such as coughs, has fallen 17%, according to a study published online Monday in BMJ, formerly the British Medical Journal. Researchers found no improvement in neighbouring Northern Ireland, which did not ban smoking, the study shows. Inspired by its neighbour’s success, however, the British government on Monday announced that Northern Ireland will ban smoking in enclosed workplaces in 2007. In the study, researchers measured pub workers' levels of a nicotine by-product called Cotinine that scientists used to track a person's exposure to tobacco. Cotinine levels fell by 80% after the ban in the Irish Republic but only 20% in Northern Ireland, the study shows. That suggests pub workers in the Irish Republic today are exposed to less second-hand smoke, which can lead to cancer and heart disease. Another new study, published in the journal Tobacco Control, finds that air is cleaner today because of the ban. Researchers found tobacco smoke in 98% of bars before the ban but only 5% afterward, the article says. In the United Kingdom, the rate of smoking in bars has remained nearly universal; it decreased from 98% to 97% in the same period. The republic's new law has proven popular, even with smokers: 83% of Irish smokers say the law was a "good" or "very good" thing, the study says.
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59 Nearly half of Irish smokers say the ban has made them more likely to quit, according to the Tobacco Control article. Among Irish smokers who have quit, 80% said the law helped them give up smoking, and 88% say the ban helped them remain smoke-free. The ban is not universally popular, however. The Vintners Federation of Ireland, which represents rural pubs, says the ban has led to declining sales and has cost some bar workers their jobs. In a statement issued in March on the first anniversary of the ban, the organization said that 26 pubs had closed in County Clare alone.



Around FAIR TRADE: (Extra shot of Consciousness)



Java becomes star in war on unfair trade By Joyce King



British actor Colin Firth is best known for his deliciously arrogant role as Mr. Darcy in Pride and Prejudice. But of late, he may be recognized more as the guy in an ad having buckets of coffee dumped on his head. Firth's willingness to take on this role is intended to highlight his passionate campaign to assist Oxfam, a humanitarian agency, in helping impoverished farmers in several coffee-producing countries earn living wages. Before his coffee bath, Firth had invested in a new chain of London coffee shops named Progreso fair trade coffee bars. The operative words here are "fair trade." Those two words sent me, an ignorant American, on a guilt trip. At the heart of the fair trade issue are products that are overproduced in crop-subsidized parts of the world, including the United States and Europe. The surplus is then dumped on other countries. This "unfair" practice undercuts prices and puts poor, indigenous farmers out of business. Other commodities that take a similar path: cotton, sugar, rice and wheat. What Firth and Oxfam want is for the World Trade Organization, at its next meeting in Hong Kong later this year, to work out a new agriculture agreement that would end these dumping practices and open up the markets of richer nations to these poorer farmers. Until then, change must take root on a smaller scale. Progreso shops share their profits with poor farm workers who pick the beans in Ethiopia, Honduras and Indonesia. Progreso customers can savor a premium quality blend from co-ops in those three countries, thereby allowing the outlet to do something extraordinary — make poor farmers part owners in the venture. The fair trade movement seems to be catching on elsewhere, too. Fair trade coffee in the United Kingdom is a hot commodity. According to Oxfam, in 2003 British consumers were credited with buying 67% more fair trade coffee in coffee shops than the year before. After plopping down $3.90 for a Grande Non-fat Caramel Macchiato, I asked my neighbourhood Starbucks manager whether the company sold fair trade products. Starbucks has been selling fair trade coffee since 2000. The manager also said Starbucks earmarks profits to build schools for these farmers' children. Also, more than 400 other U.S. companies sell fair trade certified coffee. In fact, Dunkin' Donuts is one of the first nationally recognized American brands to sell espresso beverages exclusively made with fair trade certified coffee.
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60 Co-ops with producers are rapidly becoming a global way for citizens to "do the right thing" by poor farmers — at least until the WTO sees fit to do the same. Joyce King is a freelance writer in Dallas. Find this article at: http://www.usatoday.com/news/opinion/editorials/2005-10-20-king-edit_x.htm



Around AUSTRALIANS Steps to nationhood - Australia AUSTRALIA'S first settlers were the Aboriginals, hunters and food gatherers who are believed to have migrated from Asia 40,000 years ago. They lived undisturbed for many centuries, during which the only other visitors to Australia may have been Indonesian traders who sailed to the continent's north-west coast. Australia however remained a mystery to the rest of the world until less than 400 years ago. Although a "Terra Australia"-a Great South Land -was shown on maps as early as the second century AD, its actual existence was not confirmed until the 17th century as a result of Portuguese, Spanish and Dutch mercantile expansion into Asia. The first Englishman to visit the continent was the buccaneer William Dampier, who landed on the north-west coast of what is now the State of Western Australia in 1688. In 1770 Captain James Cook of the British Navy sighted the east of the continent, charted it, and after travelling up the coast landed at Botany Bay. The first European settlement of the continent occurred on 26 January 1788, when Captain Arthur Phillip landed at Sydney Cove (now Port Jackson) near Botany Bay and established a penal settlement. He took possession of the whole of the eastern part of the continent which he named New South Wales. The first white settlers were convicts 'and their soldier guards and some tradesmen sent to help establish the new penal colony. Although at first struggling in a harsh, alien land and dependent on supplies from Britain, the colony began to reach inland from what is now Sydney. The hinterland was explored, farms were developed, and eventually the colony became self-sufficient in most foods. Extensive exploration in the 19th century led to vast areas being opened for development and the establishment of new colonies which subsequently became the States of Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania, and the Northern Territory. Transportation of convicts from Britain to New South Wales ended in 1840 and to Tasmania in 1853, but the population growth was spurred by the arrival of free settlers attracted by the prospects of riches on the New South Wales and Victoria goldfields and the opportunities to take up tracts of land for farming. Agrarian development burgeoned and the mainstays of the economy became wool, meat, wheat and gold. While the alluvial gold mining industry declined towards the turn of the century, rural industries continued to expand and are still important in Australia's economy. The growth of the population and of the economy led to calls by each of the colonies for self-government and for their own legislatures, which were granted by Britain. Progress towards federation was inevitable and in 1901 the six colonies joined in a federation of States to become the Commonwealth of Australia. COPYRIGHT 1988 UNESCO
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61 Around . INTERNET LOVE (Approach dating…)



Mobile dating takes on Internet matchmaking By Ryan Kim San Francisco Chronicle Daniel Howard was on his break at Lens Crafters two months ago when an attractive woman caught his eye. Naturally, he asked her out for a date. ” “I said, ‘Wow, you’re really cute. Would you like to hang out or meet up?’ recalls Howard, 21, of San Jose, Calif. The story sounds pretty mundane until you realize Howard was browsing online dating profiles on his cell phone when he came across his future girlfriend, a supermarket courtesy clerk. His invitation was made a few seconds later via text message, setting up a date for that night, the first of many. For those of you still warming to the idea of online dating, get over it. Mobile dating is the next big leap in online socializing, and it’s allowing people such as Howard to look for love in literally all the right and wrong places. Even the break room at Lens Crafters. A host of companies are betting that just as online dating and matchmaking have gained favor with Internet-savvy singles, so, too, will mobile dating catch on with a generation increasingly dependent on its cell phones and other handheld devices. With advances in cell-phone technology and wireless networks, users can browse truncated profiles, view photos of possible dates and exchange cheesy lines via text messaging. The technology has advanced to the point where a person can turn a cell phone into a sort of homing device to find a date just a short distance away. Small Planet ( www.smallplanet.net), a mobile social networking company, has come up with a way for its compatible users to be alerted when they are within range of each other, in most cases about 30 feet for now. “I think people are more comfortable with online dating, and it’s generally been accepted,” said analyst Brent Iadarola of Frost & Sullivan. “The comfort people have with online dating in the wired world is now translating to the mobile world.” With fewer than 6 million users in the United States, mobile dating is small compared with the estimated 40 million users of traditional computer-based online dating services. But mobile social networking, as it is sometimes called, is expected to grow rapidly, as it has in Europe and Asia, where it is more popular in some countries than online dating. Subscription revenue for mobile dating services is expected to rise from million by 2009. That does not include revenue $31.4 million this year to $215 from text-messaging charges, which could double those figures, Iadarola said. Industry leaders, who gathered recently in San Francisco for a mobile-dating conference, said the growth is natural as phones become ever more vital components of people’s lives, offering more than just the ability to communicate. “Handset technology has moved in leaps and bounds to the point you can have a good user experience while on the bus or sitting in the back of car,” said Mark Brooks, editor of Online Personals Watch. “People are gaming and texting now. It all makes sense at last.”
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Around Global Warming A world with no ice? Cox News in Vocable N° 468, December 2004. By MIKE TONER 1. Arctic regions are warming twice as fast as the rest of the world — a trend marked by melting glaciers, shrinking sea ice and climatic changes that are turning solid ground into swamps, exposing coastal villages to erosion and threatening wildlife. 2. Global warming may be a vague future concern for much of the world, but representatives of eight Arctic nations and six indigenous groups warned that northern polar regions are the first to feel the heat. 3. “The impacts of global warming are apparent right now in the Arctic,” said Robert Corell, chairman of the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment. “The region is experiencing some of the most rapid and severe climate change on Earth, and the impacts on the region and the globe are projected to increase substantially in the years to come.” 4. A separate report by the Pew Center on Global Climate Change has echoed that concern. More than 40 scientific studies, the center says, show that a variety of creatures — from the red fox to Edith’s Checkerspot Butterfly — are already moving northward in response to warming in the temperate regions. 5. The report on changes in the Arctic climate notes that the annual average amount of sea ice has decreased about 8 percent in the past 30 years, resulting in the total loss of roughly 386,100 square miles — an area bigger than Texas and Arizona combined. If the loss continues at that rate, the Arctic Ocean could be ice-free during summer months by late in this century — a development that could push polar bears, ice-dwelling seals and some seabirds to the brink of extinction. 6. While the changing Arctic climate may seem remote to many people today, Corell said, the effects of melting ice on the global sea level, and shifts in ocean and atmospheric circulation triggered by the spurt of polar warmth, will be felt worldwide in the future. 7. As the Arctic’s snow and ice cover shrinks, scientists say, the region will absorb even more solar radiation and accelerate global warming. “The polar regions are essentially the Earth’s air conditioner,” said Michael McCracken, president of the International Association of Meteorology and Atmospheric Sciences. “Imagine the Earth having a less efficient air conditioner.” 8. The overview of Arctic climate change, presented at a scientific symposium in Reykjavik, Iceland, is the result of a four-year scientific study by more than 300 international scientists. Two U.S. lawmakers said the report underscores the necessity of their efforts to reduce U.S. emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. 9. The Bush administration has steadfastly declined to participate in international efforts to reduce greenhouse emissions. But James Connaughton, chairman of the White House Council on Environmental Quality, said the administration is spending $10 billion a year on research into climate change and related issues. “The president’s strategy on climate change is quite detailed,” he said. 10. Environmental groups were quick to seize on the Arctic report to renew their call for action. “The emissions we release today will affect the Arctic and the rest of the globe for decades to come,” said Brenda Ekwurzel, of the Union of Concerned Scientists. “We have an opportunity — and an obligation — to greatly reduce our emissions and avoid the worst impacts.”
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63 11. The Arctic report cites numerous examples showing that climate in the region has changed dramatically in recent decades, including warmer winters in Alaska and western Canada — up an average of 5 to 7 degrees in the past 50 years. At that rate, temperatures could increase 7 to 13 degrees more in the next century. 12. The average extent of summer sea ice in the Arctic has decreased by more than 15 percent in the past 30 years — and could, if the trend continues, vanish by the end of the century. 13. On land, snow cover has decreased by about 10 percent in the past 30 years. At that rate, it would shrink 10 percent to 20 percent more in the next 100 years. 14. Ninety percent of Alaska’s glaciers are shrinking. In Greenland, surface areas of the ice sheet that are melting have expanded 16 percent since 1980. Greenland’s mile-thick ice sheet contains enough water to raise the level of the world’s oceans by 23 feet. 15. Many of the changes are potentially double-edged in their consequences. The disappearance of Arctic sea ice could open new shipping routes over the top of the world — creating the Northwest Passage that mariners have sought for centuries. 16. But vanishing sea ice isn’t necessarily a boon. Off the north coast of Alaska, residents of Shishmaref, inhabited by indigenous people for more than 4,000 years, are slowly losing their village to storm-driven waves that were once subdued by the Chukchi Sea’s ice cover. More than a dozen homes have been moved to escape the advancing sea. 17. Warming of the land could open new territory for agriculture or forestry. But melting permafrost, the frozen ground beneath millions of square miles of the Arctic region, is making it difficult to explore for oil and gas in the resulting bogs. 18. And in the city of Yakutsk, in central Siberia, more than 300 buildings, a power plant and an airport runway have been damaged as the ground collapses beneath them.



THE END!
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